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Recent Housing in the Netherlands*
By

EDITH

ELMER

I

T was the good fortune of Holland that ^hc escaped being drawn into the devastating vortex of
the- world war. I t is the great merit of Holland
that she took advantage of her peaceful state and
unimpaired finances to inaugurate and carry on a
great program of social reform and human conservation, which will be reflected for years to <:ome in
lower death rates, healthier children and happier
homes. The Dutch are a practical people, not easily
stampeded into hasty action, and not easily t u r n i d
aside when they have once decided upon their
* W e a r e p e r m i t t e d to p u b l i s h t h e s e e x t r a c t s f r o m the c h a p t e r
o n H o l h i n d in M r s . W o o d ' s f o r t h ( o m i n i { book o n i n d u s t r i a l
h o u s i n j ; in w e s t e r n E u r o p e . — E d i t o r .

Street V i e w in H e y p l a a t , R o t t e r d a m , Garden

WOOD

cour.sc. Tht'ir housing program is not an emergency
measure, hastily adopted—not a flash in the pan resulting from popular clamor and the post-war housing shortage. I t is a deliberate policy, worked out
after years of thought. discussion and careful experiment on not too large a scale.
In 1901 Holland passed the most complete and
compact all-around housing law that any country
has yet put on its statute books. I t touches all sides
of housing, restrictive and constructive. On the restrictive side i t establishes minimum standards of
light, cubic air space and sanitation. I t pro\ ides for
the closing of unfit houses and for the clearance of
slum areas. On the constructive side it provides
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Street V i e w in H c y p l a a t , R o t t e r d a m
T h r o u g h archway showing street fountain and tenements

credit for Iniilding workint-men's homes to the extent of 100 per cent, on an at-cosl basis. That is to
say the national government will lend the whole
conslniction cost, for a period of 50 years, to miniicipaliiit s wishing to build working class dwellings,
or to appro\ed honsin.u sociclies guaranteed by their
municipalities. The rate of interest is the actual rate
at which the government can boiTow money on the
Amsterdam exchange at the date of the agreement.
In this most important provision of the act it will be
-crn that no subsidy is involved. There is still
another source of credit,—Postal Savings Bank dep(i.~il--, w'hicli
a UM/fiil, lh(>u.L;li a liinih'il, I'dlr.
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Town planning i^ obligatory on all communes
with over 10,000 inhabitants, and the plan must
be revised every 10 years. Administration is
vested in a board of three with a paid secretary,
wMcli i>.i-scs on all loans. There art- provincial
and local housing aulhorilies. and the slothful
Olio can be compelled to act l)\- those higher up.
The housing s(X"ieties played a much more i m portant |)arl in the earl\- years than the municipalities, but the logic of (\-ents has worked the
otlu'r \\a\-. and thoutih the societies arc as active
as ever—indeed more so—the cit>' housing departments arr nearU- rx LTvw here outstripping
them. In .Amsterdam, where the s(K-ielies have
reached iheir gre.itesl (level()i)inen 1, the\' are
still in the lead, but the housing dei^artntent is
catching up.
Dutch housing societies are, as elsewhere, of
two shari)ly distinguished kinds—the philanthropic and co-o])erati\'e. The latter kind in 1 lolland is always a Icnanis' society. Home ownership is
not an issue. The little that has been done in that
way has been with the aid of loans from tin- r'o>l.il
Sa\ iiii;s Bank. In the \ illa!.;i's and among the farmers
more than half the families own their homes, whereas in cities of over 100,000 inhabitants only
per cent of the dwellings are owned by occupants.
It is i>enerall\' conceded lhat there are too many
small co-opi-rali\'e housing societies in Holland—
sonn-thint; <)\-er 2,000, I belie\'e. I t would be better
in many ways (and certainly easier for the city
housing dei)art!nents, which have to super\ise
i l u n i ) if the co-operators could be induced to

Patrimonium C o u r t , Co-operative H o u s i n g Society Development, A m s t e r d a m
T w o - f a m i l y houses with separate street entrances to each floor
K u i p e r s Bi Ingwcrscn, Architects
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coalesce into a reasonahlc number of slroiij>oriianizalions. Work pmcct'dcd niclliodicalK- aloni;- ihcsr
lines u n t i l the second year of the war. but rapidly
increasing costs brought things to a standstill by
1917 when subsidy di\ision between municipality
and nation was adopted. Payment of subsidy is
conditioned on the charging of a " f a i r rent," which
in Holland is officially held to be one-sixth or oiu seventh of the family income-.
The Dutch prefer single-family houses where
practicable, but the exaj^geraled cost of land on 30foot piling makes it impossible to house the people
of Amsterdam in this manner excepting in a few outlying districts. One of these lies to the north of the
harbor, where a municipal ordinance forbids structures of more than 2^2 stories. Here the housing department has erected an extensive garden suburb
w i t h l>^-story brick or brick and frame cottages in
long rows, according to the Dutch cusloni, with
little flower gardens in front, and often climbing
roses over the doors, but with no vegetable gardens
behind, because of the cost of the land. Most of
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llu-se cottages have five rooms. A l l have sewerconnected toilets, running water and electric lights.
The roofs are of red tile, and the woodwork around
the doors and windows is painted in bright, cheerful
colors. One notes in Holland a complete absence of
shutters. This is an economy, for one thing. I t
wduld seem also to indicate a greater sense of security, and it carries with i t a possibility of having
fresh air in the bedrooms. Whether i t goes fartlier
than a possibility is another matter, for the built-in
cupboard bed w i t h closed wooden doors is still the
l . i \ ')riie sleeping place of an appreciable part of the
pf)pulation. Its abolition is a live issue in the way of
l i \ -i( iic, and oni' of the rules regulating government
loans and subsidies is that they cannot be had for
houses containing cupl)oard Ixds. Adjoining land
has been developed by a number of housing societies, ])]Tilanthr()pic and co-operative. Large districts are built up in 2>^-story, two-family houses.
This is a favorite Dutch type. The street floor contains a four-room apartment. A n entirely separate
cllll-.nicr

\r.\i\>
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-

G e n e r a l Plan of M u n i c i p a l H o u s i n g Development at H i l v e r s u m
W . M . D u d o k , Ardiitect and T o w n Planner
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four rooms, but the second floor tenant has the
attic in addition, which
besides storage space,
contains one or two finished bedrooms. There
are no cellars in Amsterdam and few in Holland.
The young insurgents
against tradition who
compose the new modernist school of architecture, which has attracted
so much attention, owe
much to M r . Keppler,
the architect at the head
of the Amsterdam housing department, for their
chance to show what
they can do. M a n y of
them found their opportunity for self-expression
in designing blocks of

—
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apartment houses for co-operative
societies. Some of them have been
employed by private builders to design middle class apartments. A
whole extension at the south of the
city, block after block, street after
street, is being filled w i t h them.
This would seem to indicate that
the new school has struck a genuinely popular chord. Speculative
builders, as a class, are not strong
on A r t for Art's sake. T o the credit
of the modern school, it must be
said that it has discovered (or rediscovered) the beauty of plain
wall surfaces, that i t masses its
windows instead of sprinkling them,
and that it treats the backs of
houses and the interiors of blocks
as carefully as the street facades.
I t is a characteristic of the school
(whether a merit or not, I do not
pretend to say) that i t revels in
horizontal lines and flat roofs, but
unless well handled they are likely
to produce monotony.
On the other hand, i t sometimes
seems to my unenlightened lay
mind to be straining to make bricks
and mortar do things for which
they are essentially unfit,—to make
them curve and billow and cascade,—even to "symbolize the
rapid movement of modern l i f e , " —
as if i t weren't bad enough to have
to run after street cars oneself w i t h out Koing home at night to a house
which appears to be doing the
vsame thing! In any group struggling for new forms of expression,
since genius is scarce and talent
unevenly distributed, many who
aim at originality achieve only eccentricity. " B u t i t is the artist's
business to externalize his dreams,"
a distinguished exponent of the
school said to me. A n d the Puritan
in me could not help replying, " I f
he is going to externalize them in
houses, which someone else has to
pay for, and the taxpayers have to
subsidize,and men, women and children have to live their lives in for the
next 75 years, then he has no moral
right to indulge in nightmares."

1

Detail Plan of Central Portion of Block at Northwestern E n d of
H i l v c r s u m M u n i c i p a l H o u s i n g Development

I am afraid I shall be suspected
of being too elderly to appreciate
modern Dutch architecture if I do
not hasten to describe a place where
I enjoyed i t wholeheartedly. H i l versum is a residential suburb of
Amsterdam, 18 miles distant, with
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about 45,000 inhabitants. B u t in addition to
its homes of prosperous Amsterdam business
men, i t has woolen mills, perfume distilleries,
and some other industries, and consequently
a considerable working population. For them
the city has undertaken an extensive Iniilding program, which is being carried out by
its director of public works, W . M . Dudok,
who is a well known modernist architect.
Seven hundred 1 >^-story cottages have
been built on a very irregular tract of land
already owned by the city, surrounded and
even penetrated by other buildings, making a difficult problem for the architect,
which has been treated w i t h much skill.
The settlement is grouped around four centers, each w i t h a distinctive character of its
own, yet harmonizing w i t h its neighbors.
The principal center is about a large school
building with outspread, protecting wings
and a tall square clock tower which dominates—and keeps guard over—the whole
community.
T w o other centers contain schools, one a
business high school w i t h a qtiiet l)lue and
gray interior color scheme, calculated to
soothe the sensitive nerves of adolescence,
the other for little children,—w^onderfully gay
inside w i t h the tulip colors the Dutch love so
well—brilliant yellow walls, brilliant green
paint on doors and w indow frames, with sash
CLU'tains of red and while checked gingham,
and w i t h red geraniums growing in pots. The
fourth center is a singularly peaceful little
quadrangle behind the public library. Old
people and childless couj^les are largely
lodged there. Big families with romping
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V i e w along G e r a n i u m Street, S h o w i n g V i s t a Closed by
Hilversum Church

Store G r o u p with S m a l l Apartments on Second Floor
Served by M a i n Entrance

G r o u p of H o u s e s with Enclosed G a r d e n s along Boschdrift, H i l v e r s u m
W . M . D u d o k , Architect
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children coniirc-gate clsew heri\ The coloring is quiet and restful. The library- and
reading room are over a large round archway leading into this sequestered spot.
A straight opening between houses leads
out at the other end. Looking from in
front of the library through the circular
arch, past the lozenge-shaped bed of dark
green shrubl)er\- in the center of the quadran.ule, through the straight opeiiing beyond, the eye rests on a pair ol collaL;c
doors on the opposite side of the transverse street, painted a vivid parrot green
and surmounted by a h^ig slope of red
tile roof, behind which in the distance
rises the old HiK'ersnin church. The i-ffi'cl i> ^lartlingly decorative and wondtrfully picturesque.
Near the tulip-colored school is a public bathhouse with flat roof <uid plain brick walls, which
flr^t i ; . i \ r iiu- the cue for which I had half consciously l)een groping. What was it these Dutch
modernists reminded me of with their horizontal
lines and unbroken wall surfaces.-' W h \ ' , I'.iiAl't of
cour.seI They think it all comes out of their ultramodern inner consciousness, but it doesn't. The
brown skinned architects of Karnak and Luxor
dre.niied the >anu' dreams ihree ihon-and \car~
ago. Be that as it may, the cottages of Hilversum
are not Egyptian, but Dutch.—thoroughly and essentially Dutch.—and that is why I like them so
much. The\- jncMrM' the red tile roofs of Holland
and the traditional aspect of a Dutch cottage, than
which no more peaceful, homelike, wholesome type
exists. W h y should a country blessed with red tile
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Municipal Concrete Houses, Rotterdam
M r . V a n H a r d e v c l d , Architect

roofs want to trade them off for our ugh' flat roofs?
M r . Dudok apparently does not. but he \ aries his
tile roofs aslonishinjiK'. .Some have only a moderate
pitch; others slope >teepl\. and others still are bent
to form mansards. They are I)uill in rows, but the
rows are broken, heri' b\' a pair of steep gables,
there l)y a change in the setback. Excepting for
some cxperinu-nls on the I'rsl few --Ireels, ihe walls
of all the dwellings are of plain red brick. The H i l versum brick is of a dull shade, almost grayish below the deep red of the roof tiles. But the doors and
window casings afford a chance for brilliant and
beautiful color eft'ects. Di-ep ^rcvn and bright orange
are the favorite colors, set olT by narrow lines of
l)lack. It is surprising how much character these
black lines add.
The strangest thing is the way you can di-pend
on Dutch housew i \ es to hang just the right shades
of cnrlains in the windows and lo i)lanl jus! the

1
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Details of the Large T e n e m e n t Blocks Built in the M o r e Intensively Developed A r e a s of Rotterdam
T . T . P. O n d , Architect
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right shades of flowers in the tiny garden plots.
Not one of them trains crimson ramblers around
those orange and black window casings or plants
purple petunias in the beds. No, they plant masses
of flaming marigolds, and their little boys and girls
wear knit scarfs and caps of the same v i v i d greens
that adorn their doors.
Wherever one goes in the Hilversum garden
suburb there are vistas, interesting both in form and
color,—a great deal of variety with complete, essential unity of style and purpose. A l l this has been
brought about by the use of very simple and inexpensive means. The varying angles of the roofs,
the heights and widths of chimneys, the sizes and
groupings of windows, the shapes of the window
panes, the treatment of front doors, the occasional
use of a low brick wall on the boundary line,^—^these
and a hundred other details have been employed
to bring about the desired effects. The final, acid
test of the merit of the Hilversum cottages is, to my
mind, that the working people for whom they were
built have never for a moment been subordinated to
sesthetic considerations, and expense accounts have
been so carefully watched that after completing the
700 dwellings planned there remains a surplus which
will permit continued building. The beauty of i t is
therefore a free g i f t . N o t a single family less gets
a new house because of i t .
Rotterdam has a very strong philanthropic housing society which has constructed a whole garden
suburb, with some 3,000 red brick cottages at
Vreewyk, which means "Place of Peace." I t lies to
the south of the river Maas, the main part of the
city being on the north bank. I visited one cottage
of the largest type, containing parlor, living room.
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kitchen and four bedrooms, one of them in the mansard. I t was occupied by a family w i t h seven children, and the rent was only 5 florins ($2) a week. I
noted a generous supply of closets and cupboards.
Contrary to popular impression, which I used to
share, large families are not prevalent in Holland.
The average number of children per family is less
than three, and the number is decreasing.
The streets of Vreewyk are straight, but the layout is not that of a gridiron. The cottages are i n
rows, b u t considerable care has been taken to avoid
monotony, and open places w i t h shrubbery and
trees are frequent. Sometimes the houses are built
directly on the sidewalk, and sometimes there is a
setback with a b i t of greenery. On east and west
streets this is found on the south side of the street
only. I had noticed the same thing in Amsterdam.
I t was pointed out to me (1) that flowers do not
grow well on the north side of the street, (2) that
no garden at all looks better than one which is
ragged, and (3) that the amount of money saved,
in view of the cost of land, is really worth saving.
In Holland the smallest bit of land is valuable.
A housing trip to Rotterdam would be incomplete without a visit to Heyplaat, a garden suburb
built for its employes by the Rotterdam D r y Dock
Company shortly before the war. I t contains about
400 brick dwellings, a square w i t h a bronze fountain, and a picturesque archway, w i t h single rooms
for bachelors over i t and a restaurant adjacent.
There is also a kindergarten from which were
emerging, when I was there, as plump and rosy a
set of youngsters as one could wish to see. Heyplaat has been built long enough for trees and
shrubbery to be well grown.

A Street of R e d Brick Cottages in V r e e w y k , Rotterdam
G r a n d p r ^ Molliftrc, A r c h i t e c t

High Buildings and Beauty
P A R T
By I R V I N G

I

II

K. P O N D ,

T

F.A.I.A.

N continuing my comH I S article completes Mr. Pond's consideration of high
the suggestion in each
building design with special reference to the recent Chicago
ments upon designs
particular
instance that
Tribune competition. F o r the convenience of the reader we
and types of design have repeated in this paper some illustrations from the first the type therewith presubmitted in the com- article (February, 1923) referred to by the author.—Editor.
sented might form the
petition for the proposed
basis of the future
home of The Chicago Tribune, I wish todiscus^ i lu ii i i - Tribune design. N o t once, I am quite certain, was i t
tudes of mind and the avenues of approach displayed, even suggested that the problem of The Tribune s
or at least .seemingly displayed, by the competitors. office building might be solved on its own merits, and
A l l . as I have said, considered extreme height as a therefore designer after designer ignored a logical
necessary' concomitant of beauty.—for in this com- and straightforward solution in order to superimpose
petition beauty alone was sought,—and. therefore, upon an office building some feature, like a mosque,
at least oni- sftl)ack was dcmaiKk-d by the cxiij.ciicio an oriental tomb, a Greek temple, a Gothic chapel
of the case; for above a certain fixed limit of height, or a laminated Italian tower, hoping thereby to
and that evidently not commensurate with the gain The Tribune's favor. Sometimes this superrequirements of supreme beauty, the local building impf)siti<)n struck a note which was echoed through
ordinances restrict the area and use of the structure. the substructure and produced a semblance of
The setback, or rather offset, under the present local superficial harmony; at other times, notably in the
restrictions need not necessarily occur on the prin- case of the design placed third, i t did not. Perhaps I
cipal f r o n t , — i t may be on one, two, three or four might better have said a "superficial semblance of
sides of the superstructural embellishment and harmony," for while there was a semblance of
determined only by the character of the design or harmony on the exterior it was superficial only and
the whim of the designer. Thus designers in certain did not run through and permeate the structure and
northern European countries effected the diminu- bring it thoroughly into accord w i t h the fundation of area by means of steeply pitched roofs mental purpose of the building, and without this
presenting high, sharply pointed gables to the street there can be no true harmony—no true beauty. I t
after the fashion of the cottages and lesser buildings was a blessed relief, in viewing the pictorial preof their own immediate environments, betraying in sentations, as i t surely would be in viewing buildings
this way certain of the racial limitations to which I erected in consonance with them, to turn from the
referred in my preceding paper. A Roman designer superficial applications of Byzantine and Aztec and
who presented a rarely
Gothic and pseudobrilliant rendering in
classic and claptrap to
pen and ink, shot his
the subtly modulated,
tower without tranharmoniously inter-resitional steppings up
lated and loftily conout of the center of a
ceived second design.
cubical mass. His offerThere were two very
ing both in rendering
distinct avenues of
and design carried the
approach to the soluevidences of his race
tion of this particular
and training, and disproblem, as to that of
played his limitations
the l o f t y steel-framed
in the pn-sence of such
structure g e n e r a l l y ,
a problem.
,1 ilC*^.i^-j
which were traversed
by designers accordLet me dispose in a
ing to the individual
few words of one factor
attitude of each toward
which, as I have alan ideal of beauty; and
ready indicated, inI
in
Bthere were designers,
fluenced the attitude of
many
of them, who
many of the competitried to tread in both
tors toward the probof these paths at the
lem ; that was the publisame time—and made
cation by The Tribune,
a
mess of it. The author
before and after the
of
the design placed
competition was infirst tried and came out
Design Submitted by
Design
Submitted
by
stituted, of examples of
Prof. Giuseppe B o n i
F r a n k Fort, Architect
pretty well, considerexisting buildings, with
Rome
New York
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only from a longer distance but also
ing. One of these avenues is to treat
at
close range." Please underscore,
the entire structure as a ma.sonry
in
your mind's eye, that last sendesign, ignoring absolutely the steel
ii iK'e; I shall use i t later as a text.
skeleton; the other is to recot;iii/e
And now let us take stock of the
the character of the structure and
eomparal i \ ely few, in all the
give i t expression in the exlernal
nimiber of designs submitled.which
forms. Of the latter, I find the
can
make any pretension whatsodesign placed second far and away
e\ ( r lo a possession of .u'chitectural
the most satisfactory. Of the former,
merit. Let us stu<l\- the psycholog>i t seems to me that the design
I
of their designers and determine i f
submitted b)- Bertram (loodhue is
we can. and if we cannot determine
the most refreshing and carries the
to our ^ai i>faction, let us wonder at
most of charm. W i t h its lo^ic I
least "how they get that w a y " in
disagree, as with the logic of all its
lhi> "laii<l ol the Iree .md home of
sort. Others do not so di^a.^rei- and
the
brave." We must absolve in a
will enjoy all phases of the design.
wa\
a \-ery small element. I)e>i
The design placed first is, at lirst
represente(l,]XThaps,by an exam|)le
blush, almost of a pure masonry
f r o m .San Francisco and another
i 'ijt jSri
ill. r
{y\)v. but soon scale and mass and
from tht.' university town of Ann
dimensions p n K ' l a i m the presence
Arbor,
lor these (K'siLiiiers sought to
of steel while dominant forms deny
solve
the
problem on its merits and
i t . I am not insensible to the charm
First Prize D e s i g n
came lo it with independent minds
of the outline and the richness of
John M e a d H o w e l l s a n d
reslri<-led only by the seeming
composition as displaxcd in the
R a y m o n d M . H o o d , Associated
ni-cessil\- lor height and setbacks.
drawings. I recognize the harmony
If
buildings
were
only elevations on jjaper these, as
existing between the octagonal crown and I he submany
anothi-r
of
thi'
solutions presented, would have
structure with its chamfered corners, and I recognize
that the round and segmental arches h a w saved the been very satisfactf)ry—the lines in elevation soared
beauiifully f r o m the base to the pinnacle. But undesign from a banalit\' which pointed arches would
have confem-d upon i t . But to me it feels struc- fortunately a real building has three dimensions, and
turally impossible, while the restlessness of its the object of this compeiiiion was to get a real buildcrowning feature w i t h the arched l)iil ire>ses, in spite ing— to get a beautiful building, and not necessarily
ia> is announced generally in competitive programs)
of a seemin^^ poise, disturbs me. The i;Teal piers of
masonry rise "four square" with the walls, above an architect to acttially supervise building.
which they must be skewed to meet the direct
thrust of the arches, or the arches on the axes of the
octagon must meet the piers at an angle; in either
case there is imparted a sense of restU'Ssness.
I am goiii!.; to take the libert)- of (luoting
the ap|)recialive criticism of this design f r o m
one quite competent to judge, from one whom
I would |)erhapsconsider ihemosi compeleiii.
The author of the second prize design in
a pri\-ate letter, since published b y The
Chicago Tribune, says; "As far as I am able
to judge from the pictures that are at my dispo.sal, the project submitted by M r . Howells
is very successtul. I t is strong and whole in
form and proportions and displays a beautiful and, at the top, well rounded outline, at
lea>! as it ap|)ears on ihe i)ersi)ecti\e drawing. I t is possible that the jiroject will not
give the same whole impression at close
range. I fear that the top will sink down and
the flying buttresses surrounding it shoot up
too high in the sky, and thus cau.se the outline to be meager and broken. I n my ojiinion
an important principle in the fie^i.unin^ of a
skyscraper is that the top is formed so that
the logical construction can be followed b\the eye in all the different parts of the
building clear up to thi- highest pinnacle, not

A certain other large class came to the pr()l)lem
limited not only l)y the seeming necessity for height
and setbacks, b u t with their minds gripped in the

D e s i g n S u b m i t t e d by
W e e k s Sc Day,

Architects

S a n Francisco

T h i r d Prize D e s i g n
H o l a b i r d & R o c h e , Architects
Chicago
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strangle hold of conventional forms
(not so much of an honor in this
—Gothic, classic, oriental—and so
competition, as i t was given to all
did not see the inherent possibilibut one of the paid competitors.and
ties at all. We all know how such
to at least one other from each of
minds react to any architectural
the 22 countries represented, reproposition—our streets are lined
gardless of merit, and to several
with their stupidities. And then
oilicrs). arguing to himself that if
comes a larger class w'hich interests
one Harkness lower were beautiful,
the more because they seemed to
two would be twice as beautiful,
sense a special problem in what The
slipped the Boston tower down
Tribune had set before them, and
through the St. Giles of Wrexham,
they were bound to tax their
punched the latter full of office
sociological and architectural exwindows, modified the pinnacles a
perience and observation and their
bit, and let the transition take care
highly conventionalized minds in an
of itself. I n fa<-t he made more
attempt to visualize what seemed
modifications than I have indicated,
to them the public's latest dictum
but in essence I have outlined his
as to beauty; in other words, they
psychological reaction to the probwanted to materialize a i)opular
lem .
conception of beauty. Well! how to
Now this same restricted a t t i do it?—how to get at it? Fortutude of mind in the presence of a
nately, a starting point had been
living modern problem shows itself
provided, one for the classicist and
S e c o n d Prize D e s i g n
in several similar designs, and even
one for the Gothicist. The Nebraska
Eliel Saarincn, A r c h i t e a
in that placed first. These other
Helsingfors, F i n l a n d
state hou.se tower, essentially classic
designers were not content w i t h
in its topping out, had met, .seemingly,yes,assuredly, letting the transitiim take care of itself, b u t sought
popular and professional favor; while for the Gothilo effect i t harmoniously by developing flying butcist there were the towers of the Harkness memorial
iresses or introducing traceried screens between the
—the best advertised and exploited and admired
pinnacles or piers and, in the case of the design
group of the decade. Here were the necessary ele- placed first and in one or two others, by incorporatments, height and materialized concepts of beauty, ing both features into the composition. As I indiall ready to hand! The only problem for the com- cated in the earlier article, most of the real work on
petitor, then, seemed to be how to place these tow-ers many of the designs in this competition consisted in
on top of an office building or how to envelop their
trying to effect some scheme of transition between
shafts in an office building and still minister to the the office building beneath and the beautifying
eternal harmonies—a problem difficult indeed.
object above. Precedents—real bona fide, established
One designer, who won an honoraljle mention
precedents—were wanting, and the architects had
almost to use their brains. W h a t has happened to all our architectural schools that
they have given us no formula to apply i n
such a case? B u t . seriously, w h y have the
schools not taught something of the value of
outline—of contour against the sky—where
the building must I)e luade effective when
viewed near at hand and also at a distance?
I fear that, after all, i t is not a matter of
teaching but a matter of feeling, and that
one who lidtlles away his life on forms of petty
detail cannot bring himself to feel in terms of
mass. O f all the conventional types presented, the design placed first was the most
success!nl in the lari;er mass, though I (vc\,
as must ha\ e felt the authority I quoted, that
i t is too nuich a draftingboard mass and
too little a structural mass.

D e s i g n S u b m i t t e d by

D e s i g n Submitted by

Alt>ertJ. Rousseau

Bertram G . Goodhue

A n n Arbor, Mich.

New Y o r k

In nnmi-rous instances in which the setback was featured in an endeavor to effect a
graceful transition, the great value, in fact
the absolute necessity, of vertical continuity
to a unified and altogether beautiful composition was lost sight of. The ratios of setbacks to corresponding verticals resulted i n
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a sharply concave form,
so sharply concave that
the form would be lost
to view excepting at a
considerable
distance
or f r o m a high elevation, and the tower or
crowning feature if seen
at all would be seen as
a detached object and
not in its proper relation to the mass. Cutting out the corners
has served to obviate
this difficulty and is
used to good effect by
both M r . Saarinen and
M r . Goodhue. Some of
the designers seemed to
argue about setbacks
as the man mentioned
did about the towers—
if one were beautiful,
Design Submitted by
Butler fli C o r s e , Architects
then more would be
New York
proportionately more
beautiful; and so we find instances where setbacks
bob in and out and up and down in bewildering
profusion. M r . Saarinen in the design placed
second has demonstrated, as I tried to do in m y
book, " T h e Meaning of Architecture," the value of
the cutout corner in giving the effect of verticality
— o f vertical movement—combined with poise and
stability; and showing, too, the harmony which
results when the same principle is applied to constituent piers and lesser elements of the mass. I
wish that the interested reader would follow the
lines of the corners in M r . Saarinen's design and
compare them w i t h the lines in Figs. 2 1 and 2 4 in
my book, especially in Fig. 24, which represents the
tower of the University of Michigan Union at A n n
Arbor. I t is because the editor of T H E FORUM
originally asked me to continue m y article on the
effect of zoning laws upon high buildings along the
lines of the theory of modified verticality laid down
in my book that I take the liberty of mentioning
i t here and inviting a study of i t in connection with
the discussion of the matter in hand.
There were square yards of beautiful draftsmanship displayed in the contributions to this
Tribune competition. There were extremely few designs which gave any indication that their authors
had any deep feeling for structure or knew in the
least how their designs would look in execution.
Some designs which looked free and even airy in the
drawings would have been hard as nails in materialization; like the vaporous spooks at a seance they
would have proved gross material if poked w i t h the
finger of flesh. A n d some were humorous—humorous to a degree—not intentionally so, perhaps, as
those contributed by The Tribune cartoonists, from
which they could w i t h diflnculty be distinguished.
In fact viewing the results as a whole i t does not seem
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that this competition
could have been taken
seriously. I t seems to
lia\-c been n-^.irdnl as
an opportunity to do
stunts of design, but
more particularly of
draftsmanship, expecting,—if there were any
expectations at all,—
that a non-technical
j u r y would fall for
something flashy, and
that lightning might
knock down a 5 5 0 , 0 0 0 ,
or

a

$20,000,

or

a

$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 plum into an
acquiescent if not altogether deserving pocket. There were certain
competitors who took
themselves too seriousDesign Submitted by
l y — seriously enough
James G a m b l e Rogers
to be comic and to
New Y o r k
gain honorable mention. There was only one, and he an alien, who
grasped the problem in all its essentials. The work
of the other foreigners was scarcely on a par with
that of the natives. Where was our native idealism?
Where was the bold, free stroke of the American?
W h y did every American who had technical control,
w i t h b u t one or two exceptions, couch his thoughts
in terms of Europe or the orient? There were, besides
these two or three, several who struck out along
individualistic lines, but whose work, whether or
not definite and coherent, was alien not only to
nationality but to the realm of pure design.
There is, floating about .somewhere in the limbo
of abstractions, an American ideal. I t has not as yet
been caught and distilled; at least the results of this
competition would seein to indicate that the native
designer had not as yet clothed the spirit in flesh.
The man from Finland came closest to i t , in his
intentions, idealism and conception of beauty.
Is there no American as American in his feelings
as the man from Finland appears to be? W h a t
has straight-jacketed us and left us powerless to
move excepting i n conventional channels? Is i t
the schools?—^is i t f a t t y degeneration?—is i t
prosperity?—is i t inertia and lack of initiative?—is
it a numbness in our sensatory nerves? Something
is the matter with us, as the results of this competition serve to show. Again—just to think of it!—unlimited millions at our disposal with which to produce sheer beauty!—and when the results were not
plain, everyday "commonplace" they seemed to be
factitious combinations of copy plate features.
T h i n k of it!—unlimited millions with which,—but
this isn't intellectual criticism and analysis;—it's
just emotionalizing against the seemingly inevitable, and I ' m going to stop it—and give m y
readers a chance to think.

Recent Dormitories at Smith College
J. W . A M E S ,

K . S. P U T N A M

A N D E . S. D O D G E ,

'

I *HE several dormitories recently completed for
I Smith College, as an investment of part of its
endowment fund, are of interest in various
ways, for in addition to representing an unusually
successful solution of the college dormitory problem
the buildings are planned to aid in carrying out certain well defined social policies which prevail at
Smith.
The three buildings illustrated in these pages are
the nucleus of a large group and form half of a projected quadrangle, the remaining half of the quadrangle shortly to be built. This quadrangle divides
into two sections an alley, which bi-sects the group,
and at each side of the quadrangle and fronting also
upon the alley there are to be two additional courts
or minor groups, each built about three sides of a
square. This group of 15 dormitories, three of which,
as just said, have been completed, occupies what
was known as "Allen Field," the central part of
which was a large bowl approximately represented in this group by the quadrangle. The tract
involves a considerable slope, and there is accordingly a difference of
some 10 feet in grade
between the quadrangle and the North alley
and its two courts, and
a further difference of
15 feet between the
quadrangle and the
grade of the South alley and its buildings.
The character of the
building site was therefore such that to plan
and group successfully
the number of buildings required it was
necessary that each be
kept a separate entity
while contributing its
part to the whole.
Smith's policy is to
avoid dormitory units
so large that the individual student is practically lost among a
vast number. Each of
the 15 dormitories,
built or projected, is
intended for the accommodation of 60 students, each building to
have its own dining
room and to be in effect a separate house.
On the first floor of
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each building are two small apartments, each consisting of a study, bedroom and bath, one for the
use of the head of the house and the other for a resident member of the faculty. Investigation was made
of the possibility of having one kitchen for the
group, but the idea was abandoned. Serving these
three buildings there are two kitchens, one for
Gushing House, and another kitchen for the 120
students occupying Jordan House and Ellen Emerson House, the larger kitchen being placed, i t should
be noted, between the serving rooms of the two
buildings. Use of this kitchen is something of an experiment, and i t is as yet too early to judge of its
practicability and of the use of anything other than
individual kitchens in planning future dormitories.
The interiors of these grouped dormitories, particularly their living and dining rooms, possess a
character quite different from that of the older buildings scattered about the Smith campus. Fireplaces
are designed in the old fashioned way to draw well
and t o throw out heat; their facings and hearths are
of soapstone, and the mantels are simple and unpretentious, in keeping
with the
structures
themselves. Woodwork
as well as walls is generally painted in light
colors so that the effect
is cheerful and domestic, w i t h no overpowering display of monumental hardwood t r i m .
Floors of dining rooms
and corridors are covered with battleship
linoleum, and the floors
of living rooms are of
plain oak, while the
bedrooms have floors
of hard pine, stained
and waxed. I n one
building the walls of
bedrooms are painted,
and plain paper covers
the walls of the other
two, while in the interests of economical
upkeep bedroom doors
are of natural wood
stained walnut. Each
of these dormitories
was decorated and furnished by a graduate of
Smith College—Jordan
House b y Blanche
Morse of Boston, Ellen
Emerson House b y
L o g g i a of C a s h i n g H o u s e

Dormitory G r o u p , S m i t h College
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V i e w from the S o u t h L o o k i n g along Paradise R o a d
N o t e steep grades of property to be developed southwest of present group

Louise p . D.Lee of New York and Cushing I louse by
Julia MacAlister of Philadelphia, interior decorators.
The policy of the college further requires that
each >tU(leiii lia\c an indix idual room and that the
rooms be of about the same size. N o private baihs
are provided in these dormitories, but showers as
well as tubs have been installed as an experiment,
the idea being lhat use of showers may save time.
Near each of ihe l)athroom^ or laxatories locker-

ha\e been provided, one for each student, for keeping towels, etc.. a decided impro\ement over the
arrangement prevailing in the older dormitories
w here damp towels are necessarily hung in the unventilated closets of the bedrooms. In addition to
piazzas or loggias for each building there is at each
end of Kllen Emerson House a sleeping porch where
10 or 12 girls can sleep, each of the porches so arranged lhat it can be entered from two dormitories.

Enclosed Service Y a r d o f Ellen E m e r s o n H o u s e

Passage to Quadrangle t h r o u g h E l l e n E m e r s o n H o u s e
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If it is foun(i l h ; i l the
use of sleeping porches
does not endure, these
spaces can easiK- be
made into bedrooms.
Smith's traditions to
some extent led to the
adoption of a rather
free and
extrenuhsimpk" type of \ i \v
England colonial architecture, the buildings
of the group being
s o i i u ' w iiat remiiiisci'iU
of Massachusetts Hall
at Harvard. W i t h a
large number of bedrooms necessarily of
uiiil')|-in sizf. windowo p en i n g s m u s t be
equally spaced, and the
balance of architectural effect thus secured
agrees well with the
form of architecture
selected. The windows
throughout are placed
within 1 > 2 inches of
the face of the brickwork, and then- is a
full casing of wood between the sash and the
brick. The detail is the
same as in the windows

of Mollis and St(iui;li I n n

Halls at Harvard and
the old state house in
Boston. Since there is
considerably more
while- [laint al)OUt the
wind()w> than is u>u.ii
in niodi-rn buildings,
giving a cheerful appearance, the architects felt that blinds at
1 he w in( 1( l U •> would be
ninieces.sary. I t is boi h
dilTicult and expensive
to hang hhnds on winflows with wide casings so that they will
not conceal the woodwork when they are
open; specially made
hinjies must be used,
and this adds materially to the expense.
Many people think they
cannot sleep unless the
w i n d o w b l i n d s are
1 ighlly closed, b u t most
physicians agree that
the free admission of
air into a bedroom at
night promotes sound
sleeping, and it is not
difficult to become accustomed to sleeping
Perspective o f Building Closing Q u a d r a n g l e

c~

':CFU/::TORY G R O U P F O R s i / i

J m n j . n ^ M i : " ^ I J D O H G L J t i ; i l i r i a i IMUCIIVM.

60J10.1

\om

JULY

P i U l D l i i L D.OAD
Complete Plot Plan o f D o r m i t o r y G r o u p at S m i t h College, N o r t h a m p t o n , Mass.
T h e double hatched U portion indicates part now built
J. W . Ames, K. S. Putnam and E . S. Dodge, Architects
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blue stone; the walls above the first
floors are of terra cotta blocks, veneered w i t h local sand-struck brick laid
in modified English bond; windows are
built without stone sills or brick arrln s
over them, the wooden window sills
being heavy and projecting be>"ond the
brick line. The cornices are of wood
and gutters and conductors of coi)])ri-.
The roof space forms one of the bedroom floors, and for this reason large
double dormers were used in many
cases, because they make light and attracti\-e rooms, really better than ilic
rooms below the cornice, so that in
spite of the extra flight of stairs, they
can be rented for the same prices. In
the two wintjs coiuiecling the central
building with the flanking dormiiories
the brick veneer was omitted and the
terra cotta blocks were covered with
A T y p i c a l Parlor in the Dormitories S h o w i n g Simple Scheme of Decoration
stucco. I t was thought that this mi.uhl
break the monotony of the brickwork on the long
in a fairly light room. Although these are the only
laiades, espt'cially when future dormitories are
Smith College dormitories without blinds, no combuilt.
plaint has yet been maik-.
Smith College has no central heating plant, and
The foundations of the buildings are of concrete.
instead
of planning one such plant for the entire
The grass courses and outside steps are of granite:
group
of
15 new dormitories it was thought best to
the string courses between the first and second
subdivide
the units. The contract was let July, 1921,
floors of marble; the floors of the loggias, piazzas
and pa»agi\va>' through Ellen Emerson House of am! the cost was about 4.^ cents per cubic foot.

Perspective S k e t c h on M a i n A x i s of Q u a d r a n g l e L o o k i n g into S o u t h A l l e y
D o r m i t o r y group at S m i t h College, N o r t h a m p t o n , M a s s .
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DINING ROOM OF ELLEN EMERSON HOUSE

DORMITORY GROUP, SMITH COLLEGE, N O R T H A M P T O N , MASS.
J. W . A M E S , K. S. P U T N A M A N D E . S. D O D G E , A R C H I T E C T S
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DETAIL OF ENTRANCE PAVILION

NATIONAL LIFE I N S U R A N C E COMPANY BUILDING, MONTPELIER, V T
C R A M &L F E R G U S O N , A R C H I T E C T S
Photos by Paul J.
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I T A L I A N RENAISSANCE DETAILS
A SERIES OF MEASURED
By F. N E L S O N

DRAWINGS

BREED

MARBLE D R I N K I N G F O U N T A I N
PIAZZA DEL COMMUNE.

BRESCIA

T

H E littk' drinking fountain illustrated here is one of two which are placed symmetrically
against the piers of the colonnade at the end of the Piazza del Commune at Brescia.
These fountains are cut from a putty colored marble which is unpolished, unless one regards
as a kind of polish the patina which has gathered around the edges of the basin against which
countless people have leaned to quench their thirst.
Like many of the ornamental accessories in the squares, "piazzas," and other t)pen spaces of
llali.m cities, this fountain is of a size and character which would render it an excellent model
for garden use. While it possesses considerable dignity it is not sufficiently monumental or I.U L;('
in scale to be overwhelming in a garden of even average size where the design and surroundings
arc of an Italian character. Such a fountain would be particularly successful placed against a
wall sufficiently long and high to give the necessary background.
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MARBLE W A L L F O U N T A I N
GARDEN

I N BRESCIA

o

N E finds in Brescia a j^ivat niinihcr of fountains of (iiffcrcnt kinds, placed whercxcr an
^
appropriate space exists—in public areas of every sort, and particularly in the shaded
courtyard or garden or in the cortile, which is part of many an Italian house.
T h i s wall fountain of a somewhat n a i \ c il( sit,m stands within a small enclosed garden. T h e
pilasters and other decoration of the wall liehind it are painted, but the fountain itself is of the
putty colored marble so extensiveh- used in Brescia, and the surfaces of parts of the marble
have been roughened to give contrast to the parts not so treated. T h e fountain, which affords
an illustration of what ma\' be donr with simple materials when used with taste, offers interesting opportunities for use as a model, for owing to its simplicity of form it could be readily
developed in cement or some similar material. It would be difficult to discover a wall fountain
which would be more appropriate for use in a modern garden.
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BUSINESS & FINANCE
C. Stanley Taylor.

Iditor

Business Factors in Architectural Practice
IL A R C H I T E C T U R A L FEES AS DEFERRED PROFITS
^ I ^11 V. lirsi .irt icie of this serif>apprarr(| in the F'"cl)niar\ ,1923 project includes negor I »H E s u b j e c t o f
J . issue (il rilh, l-Oki M uiu irr t in- lieu liiii^ " Mort^a^i' l-'iiiaiictiations for deferred payI the actual partici- ing for Moderate Cost Dwellinf^s." Before entering upon a disment
on several items,
cussion
of
the
financing
of
larj;er
buildings
of
\iirir)us
t\
pes,
it
^
pation by archito consi(U-r the architect's position in relation to
such as land, contractects in the ownership istheimjjortant
business ilexelopmenl of such pr<iii'( i>, riirrr are many
or financing of proposed times \\licu the co-<jperal ion ol I In* architect is of great im- tor's profit, architect's
fee, and sometimes a
buildings is b y no means portance during the final stages of financing, and he may l)e in
a position through deferred payment for professional services
portion
of sub-contracnew. For years archi- to contribute a share in the et|uily to make certain the imtor
and
materiiil paymediate
beginning
of
construction.—Editor.
tects have at times found
ments. I t is often the
i t expedient to enter into
case that the owner of the land will be found willing
direct business relations w i t h t h r (lt \ t-lopers of
lo lake [)racti<-ally all the cost of land in the form of
building projects or lo .nccpi sirx ict: jiayments in
a
second mortgage on the finished j)roject. The land
the form of deferred profits in order to facilitate
equity financing. A t no time in tin- liiston.- of the is therefore purchased with a small cash payment
construction industry, h o w c N e r . has this practice imd(T a contract which allows the i)lacing of building
been so general or so profitable to architects as at and permanent first mortgage loans, w i t h the purthe present time. For this reason i t is felt that be- chase price of land subordinated as a second mortis.i.Lic When this is done the owner of the land is
fore giving (Iclailed coii^idcral ion to I hi- methods of
mortgage and equity financing for various classes usually allowed a more liberal price for his property
ill 111 if i t were an outright cash purchase. Another
of buildings, i t w i l l be wise to analyze this subject of
participation by the architect in thi- llllsines^ i)hases method for obtaimiig the land on a deferred payment basis is to form a prelitninar^- s}Tidicate which
of speculative and investment building projects in
purchases the land for cash and turns it into the
which his clients may be interested.
holding company at a substantial profit under a
We may preface this discussion by a brief analysis
second mortgage arrangement.
of the fundamentals of the average speculative o r
In negotiating with the general contractor who
investment building \-enture. The elements of cost
usually involved include the cost of land; cost of the is able to finance his work and take deferred paybuilding (including contractor's p r o f i t ) ; the archi- ments, there are several methods through which the
transaction may be consummated. In some i n tect's fee; cost of financing, and general costs which
may involve real estate broke rage, insurance and si;iii<cs the contractor is i)aid l ) \ ' a series of longsimilar items. The problem of the client is to secure term notes. -Again, he is given bonds of the owning
the necessary financing to cover this total. The company or a direct interest in the ownership of the
I)uilding. Occasionally a tliird mortgage is created
ordinary' methods of providing this rec|uisite total
include borrowing on first and second mortgages, in which the interests of \-.ii ioiis deferred creditors
leaving a cash equity which the client must provide. are included. Where the general contractor is in a
I n many instances, howtvtT, particiilarK- on large position to a.ssisl in the original investment by takcommercial building ventures, this cash equity is ing deferred jjayments he is usually allowed connot readily forthconn'ng, and unless a more adeipiale siderable latitude in the contract price of the buildmethod of financing be entered upon, it would be ing and often is given the work on a cost-plus-fixednecessary to abandon the project which to the archi- fee contract, eliminating com|)etilive bidders.
tect would mean a loss of large prosf)ective comThe next negotiation is usually with the architect,
missions.
and he may be asked to take his full commission or
I t is generally assumed that any i n w s t m e n t or part of his connnission in the form of deferred payments. The architect who is in a position to do this
speculative btiilding will bring returns in the form of
rentals and profits which will be sulficieiit to amor- is fortunate in that he receives a substantial comtize a large proportion of the equity cost within a mission (often 10 per cent on the cost of the buildfew years. The building as a business venture rep- ing) and at llie same time he contributes imporresents in effect collateral not only for the first mort- tantly to the business eleveIo|)meMit of the project, i n
this manner bringing work into his ofiice which
gage but for various credits which m.i\ he exlt iided
might
ordinarily go to anothe^r architect so situated
as assistance in the complete financing of the project. The usual financial analysis of a new building as to be in a position to co-operate in this way.
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During the past few years a large proportion of the
i u r class spi'( iiliili\-u and invi-stini-nt buildings in
our larger cities have been made possible throutih
a more or less elaborate system of financing along
the lines indicated here. I n fact, there are many i n stances on record in which the original promotion
h.is been started through co-operation between an
architect and an owner, real estate broker or the
owner of land logically situate'd for development.
M a n y architects have realized the advisability
of fairly close association with mortgage loaning
interests. Through this knowledge of the sources of
mortgage financing for local building operations the
architect is often in a position to aid materially during the promotional stages of the projtx:t. This assislanct is rcndircil not only through the preparation
of plans and specifications as required but because
of I'stablished confidence on the part of the mortgage source which may encourage a more liberal
attitude toward the project if the architect is in
good standing in such financial r|uarte'rs.
In addition to taking deferred pa\ ment for commissions, many architects are finding i t expe<lient
to make small cash investuKuts during the early
stages of the development of luiilding projcn i>.
Oflen this d i n c t investment helps materially in
bridging the gap betwe'en credit financing and money
available for the use of the owning compan\'. Thus
the architect's deferred fee, or fee and investment,
is made repayable to him w i t h i n a comparali\cKshort period anel provides not only a substantial
commission but often a hand.some profit in the Iransaction. Perhaps the most specific manner in which
to elemonstrate the method under which many large
building projects are being made possible, to the
ultimate profit of the architecl, we may cite se\-eral
examples, selecling first an inslance in the field of
co-operative apartment house promotion.
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loan. This left an ecjuity amount of approximately
5 0 per cent of the total cost which was to be provided through the sale of stock to prosi)ective tenant-owners. A corporation was then formed, capitalized to the amount of this equity. The stock in
this corporation was apportioned in accordance
w i t h the sizes of the various apartments and carried
w i t h the purchase the usual tenant privileges i n volved in a co-operative apartment house project.*
A t this point the business phase of the architci i>'
service proved its value in several ways. Their first
step was to agree to take part of a lil)eral fee in the
form of stock in the corporation, and in addition to
this they entered a cash subscriptirm co\-ering three
of the apartments which they felt could readily be
(lispoM-d III" as soon as the building approached completion. This, of course, was a matter of Iiusiness
judgment and involved a knowledge of the local
market for apartment sales and rentals. l)ut it
provided the nucleus necessan,' for the immetliale
carr\-ing out of the project. In this way the archill (i> enjoyed not only a liberal commission for their
work l)ut actually participated in some of the investment ami promotion profits of the transaction. Of
((lursf lo oi)erate in this manner requires an amount
of liquid capital, b u t in many instances archite( i>
are in a position to bring in acquaintances or busini's> connections for tin- purpf)ses of linancing of this
character. In fact, we know of several architects
who are considered money-makers for those who
i i n estwith them in assisting toward the completion
of the financing of projects.

Another interesting co-operative apartment project will soon be announced involving an expenditure of over $ 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 for the building. The history
of the business development of this operation is
in ten-sling and instructive. The original idea was
conceise-d by a real estate man who felt that a large
One large apartment project now under construc- co-operative apartment house woukl prove successtion in \ e w York was developed by a real estate ful in a certain residential district. Having neitln'r
firm under these conditions: The first step was lo land nor money himself, but knowing a group of
arrange w i l h a real estate operator to purchasi' the individuals who would be interested in purchasing
necessary land and turn i t into the owning company tenant-ownership in such a building, he proceeded
in the form of a second mortgage on the comple ted in this fashion: First, he located a piece of land
project which included an excellent margin of profit which was satisfactory for the purpose and on
on the land. The next step was to seek the services which he was able to obtain a short-term option at a
of an architectural lirm which indicated its willing- favorable price. This price was approximately $200,ness to prepare sketch plans and outline specifica- 000 and the landowner agreed to take $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 in
tions fe)r the purpose of tentatively arranging the cash ami lo allow the balance of the purchase price
mortgage loan. Working closely w i t h the architects to be paid in the form of a .se*cond mortgage on the
on this project, an experienced general contractor completed project. A t this step it was evident that
prov ided a fairly close estimate of the e^ost so th i i , il the necessary >5().()()0 could be IOIIIKI lor the purwitli liberal allowances for the fluctuations of the chase of the land i t would be possible to arrange
building material and labor markets, an up-set mortgage financing and deferred payme'uts of archiprice could be established in o r d i r to saleguard the tects' and contractors' fees which, w i t h the sale of
interests of prospective tenant-owners. A complete stock to tenant-owners, would make po.ssible the
iKscription, including sketch plans and outline entire operation. T o attempt to sell stock in a cospeeificalions c o w r i i i g the pro|)osed projecl, was operative building venture w i t h the entire plan on
|)i-eseiUe(l to a mortgage company, and a general paper only is usually a waste of time, and i t is far
agreement was entered into covering the amount of better to concentrate upon an intermediate step
mortgage financing which might be expecte^d in the
form of a building and permanent first mori-,iL:e
*Tlie various details of tenant ownership ar.- fully explained in T H E
A K C I I I T W T I KAL FORUM for July. October and Xovember, 1 9 2 2 .
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which insures ownership of the land and the arrangement of mortgage financing. The promoter's problem in this case was, first, to find the $ 5 0 , 0 0 0 necessary to insure the purchase of the land, and this he
proceeded to do.
He approached three prospective tenant-owners
who had some money, and offered them a chance to
provide $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 each as their contribution to the
$50,000 pool for purchasing the land, w i t h the understanding that the land would be put into the new
corporation at a substantial profit and that the
original investment would be returned to the prospective tenant-owners in the form of stock in the
new company, carrying the privilcgt- of occupancy.
This left a balance of $20,000 to be provided. The
promoter next approached an architect who had
had considerable experience in designing apartment
houses but who had never developed a co-operative
apartment project. A f t e r the location and type of
building were carefully described, the architect
realized that it was a sound building project and
agreed to provide the necessary architectural service
on a deferred payment basis and, furthermore, to
secure $10,000 of the $50,000 buying pool, which he
provided through friends interested only in the real
estate profit involved. This left $10,000 to be raisccK
and a logical source was found to be a well known
general contractor who, in view of a possible large
contract on liberal terms and with little possibility
of there being investment loss, agreed to put up the
final $10,000 to make possible the purchase of the
land.
The land was then purchased, and having sketch
plans and outline specifications, tentative arrangements were made for the mortgage financing. Working drawings and specifications were then completed and an up-set contract prici- (ktcrniincd in
order that the owning company might be incorporated for the equity. This incorporation having been
established, the land was turned in at a substantially increased price, the profit going to the original
contributors to the buying pool. .At this point all
arrangements had been completed for olbrinu;
tenant-ownership stock for sale. A part of this was
immediately taken up by the group of prospective
tenant-owners which was the original inspiration
for the promoter's efforts, and at the present time
over 6 0 per cent of the stock has been sold, insuring
the immediate beginning of construction. In this
instance the architect, through the use of lui-ini -judgment and the ability to recognize a sound business proposition, was able to assist materially in the
first stages of promotion, with the result that he has
on his boards a large project on a liberal commis.sion
basis. As the sale of the stock progresses his commission is being paid rapidly, and i t is evident that
within one year his entire deferred interest will be
repaid.
From the viewpoint of the architect, the power of
business analysis of a proposed building projc-ct
should be developed not only as to financing but
also in respect to the actual efficiency of purpose of
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the building or what might be termed the "service
character" of the design. There arc two elements
which control the success of the average investment building, whether i t be an apartment house,
oliicc building, hotel or of other rental i-arning type.
These elements are, first, the efficiency of plan, and,
s(;c()nd, the efficiency of management. There can be
no question but that too many of our investment
buildings in the United .States have been designed
without close co-operation with those who must
ultimately manage the business of the building. The
result is that operating companies and building
managers often have reason to find fault with
architects, since buildings are frequently planned in
ways which interfere materially with prf)fit3.
It is quite obvious that the architect can in but
few cases be thoroughly familiar with the detailed
problems of renting and maintenance, and the logical step for him to take is to arrange with the owners
for consultation w i t h those who will have the responsibility of managing the building after i t is
completed. In each of the special classes of investment bliildings, expert management .service has
been developed, and i t might well be said that i n the
field of apartmt nt houses and office buildings the
junction of building management has now been
developed until this might be termed a new profession of considerable importance in the economic
scale. I n the hotel field i t is quite customary that a
(li\'ision of investment inteix-st be established. The
building is often financed by one group and leased to
an operating company which usually provides the
complete furnishings. The profits of the owning
company are deri\-e(l from the rentals on land and
building, together with any increment value which
ni.iy be enjoyed, while the profits of the operating
company are received directly from the operation of
the biiildiiiL;. To call in the building manager or the
hotel expert at the time when plans are i n preliminary- stages seems a simple and logical proceeding,
but unfortunately in many instances this is not done.
Architects are beginning to realize fully the i m portance of this measure, and that recommendations to the owner which incluele bringing in various
types of specialized consulting service are notconfessions of weakness but indications of giving real
ser\ ice. An interesting example of the far-reaching
effects of this policy may be pointed out by a brief
elescription of a recent hotel project which w^as
brought to the attention of the Consultation Committe-e of T H E F O R U M . The hotel, as originally designed for erection in an imj)ortant city in the United
States, involved a building expe^nditure of over $7,000,000, and tentative arrangements had been made
for a $ 3 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 first mortgage loan. The plans had
been developed in what seemed to lie a logical way,
but no practical hotel man had been consulted in
regard to the actual features of operation. A f t e r
reading an article which appeared in T H E F O R U M
under the heading "Practical Points in Hotel Planning,"' by Daniel P. Ritchey, the architect sent i n
his plans to T H E FORUM'S Service Department ask-
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ing for recommendations and practical criticism.
An examination ot these plans by a hotel expert
indicated many radical chanj^es desirable from a
ser\ ice viewpoint and from that of probable chanj^es
in the neighborhood. Negotiations which followed
r e f i l l e d in the a p | ) ( ) i n I n u n I o f a practical Iiolel man
li) render a(l\-isor\- scr\ i(\' on i)lans and to open ihc
hotel and put i t on a runniniLi basis diirim; the \-ear
following completion of construction. A f t e r the
plans had been marie thoronghly practical from the
\'iewpoint of the operalinL' company, and the \'arious finanzial interests were brought to n alize the
importance of the changes which had been made,
se\'c-ral interesting; occurrences took place. The iir^t
mortgage was increased hy almost §1 .OOO.OOO u i l l i out any increase in the cost of land and building:
deferred credits for furm"ture and other items were
arranged, because of confidence in the management
of the building, and totaled almost S/OO.OOO, which
din-clly reduced t h e a i i i n i i i i i ot equil\" necessary in
the early stashes of t h e operation, and an I'Xtensive
amount of interesting publicit\- was d i A c l o p e d because of the official connection with the project of a
man who is recognized as an authority in h o t e l
management. In lact. it was through the common
sense of the architect in seeking advice that many
of the business difficulties facing the project were
eliminated and success was made certain, where
imder the original plans the project would i)r()l)al)l\'
not have materialized, and a serij^us loss might lia\c
been incurred by the owners who had alreadx' in\csU'd in land and e\ca\ aiions. This is but another
e\;nnpli; indicating the [possibilities which exist for
the architect who will gi\-e consideration t o ihe bnsiness elements involved in the average project.
Architects who are not in a position to provide
cash investments will usually find that they have a
certain amount of time which can be invested, particularly in the developnu'nt ol smaller projects, and
it is
luisiness procedure to undertake some work
under •^hese conditions. Many architects have built
up large practices through snudl beginnin}.»s in which
I he original i i u e s i m e i i i w as of time only.
It is interesting to note that good architecture
is stimulated rather than adversely alTecttd under
these somewhat involved business conditions. In
( M M s where the architect i i i u is into , i project on a
basis of deferred conunissiiHIS he is usnalK' allowed
more latitude in e^;n-r\-ing out his de'sign of the building. A n analysis of the business methods behind
varie)us building projects will show that practically
every building of inferior architectural design has
been e'onstructeel either without the service of an
archite;ct or under a limited expenditure fe)r architectural ser\-ice which preclueled securing the ser\ ic( s of good are-hite'cts and dise-ourage-d all efforts
to achieve either gooel disign or gooel construction
because of the "penny-wise" altitude of the owners.
Another most interesting situation has been de\el()[)ing in the buildine e-onstruction he'ld elurinii
the past few years which involves the sound business
judgment of the architect in bringing into relation-
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ship with the project ce-rtain forms of specialize'el and
consulting si;r\-ice lo meirl specific problems which
arise in connection with the design, construction,
equipment and administration of a building.
The gc-ne-ral impre:s>ion of the buileling |)ublic has
fejt many \carsl)i i-n ihai i lie are-hite'ct mnst be-a person of almost omniscie'uce in that he is expeicted to
have de-ljihel knowledge- of all structural anel management requirements whie'h may arise in connection w i t h buildings of any type. I t is true that
there are architects who specialize in particular
building t\ pe*s and who have developcel organizations in which this knowle-dgc- is completely compassed. This type of architectural organization is
somewhat unce)mmon, howexcr, anel in ge.-neral i t
ma\- be said that an important |)art of the service
which an architect may render te) a client is to recognize the neeei for specialized se-rvice and to ree-omme-nd the- empIo\-ment of wi-II (jualihed aeK'ise'rs.
The various typt-s of e'onsulling engineering service arequite familiar t o archite-cts,anel in the .se)lving
of involve'd problems of plumbing, heating or \-entilating s\st(-ms. or proble-ms arising out e)f ditKicult
founelations anel snb>!ruclure conditions, tin- architect has become fairly we ll ace-ustomed to calling
in the .servie-e of enginex-ring specialists. There are
other phases of consultation se-rvie'e, howe'ver, with
which he is not so familiar, anel in man>- instances
the failure to arrange fe)r such service has resulte'd in
eleficiencic s of plan or e'<juii)ment which represent
a direct in\(-stment loss to the inw-stor anel add
dilficulties in e'onnection with the administration.
A typical a(l\-i>or\ ser\ ie-e which does not receive
sufficie-nt consideration on the part of the architect
is that of the building manage-r who will control the
renting and mainte-nane-e of the structure after i t is
compIet(-d. In the early stages of pre>paring plans
the architect will find i t of ^reat advantage to determine w h e t h e T or not the owner has selected a building manager, and if not to recommend that this be
de)ne imme*eliately in order that his advisory ser\ices may be intrexluced lo the aelvantage of both
e)wner and architect.
It will be found that the-e-ompelent building manay;er has a ihoroagh kne)wkxlge of rental ri-(|uirements ne)t only as lo sizes anel shapes of spaevs, but
in respect to mechanical eeiuipment, interior finish
and the various u t i l i t y fc-atures of the building.
Ha\ ing a definite knowledge of the most advantageous type of rentable space, he- is in a position lo
sugge^i a rearrangement of room divisions and sizes
to prox ide at once the most eronomical and the
most easily markeiaMr -spaces of tin- t \ pe- provided
in the buileling in queslie)n. In relation to mechanical equipment, interior finish and other features
which conli iljute to administration ("xpense-, he will
have valuable suggestions lo make which will tend
to decrease laben- c.)st, re-placc-nu-nt and ele[)recialion costs eiuring the life of the buileling. This i n timate advise)r}- relationship will be found of constant \alue as plans are develope^d, and serves to
safeguard the interests of the owner.
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The Use of Handbooks
ACCOMPANIED BY DISCUSSIONS OF DEFINITE PROBLEMS I N W O O D A N D STEEL
FLOOR FRAMINGS
PART I
By E . F . R O C K W O O D , M. Am. Soc. C. E.

^ I
1VAIE are certain handbooks piihHshed to aid
I
architects or engineers in the designing of
^
floor slabs, beams and girders, cohmins and
other structural members, and these- same handbooks contain much other useful information on
loads on floors, weights of materials, allowable
stresses and functions of members.
For wood construction, the Southern Pine Association publishes the "Southern Pine M a n u a l , " and
the West Coast Lumbermen's Association the
"Structural Timber Handbook of Pacific Coast
Woods." For steel construction handbooks or
"pocket companions" are published by the Carnegie
Steel Co., the Cambria vSteel Co. and Jones &
Laughlin. For concrete the Corrugated Bar Co.
publishes "Useful Data," and in addition there are
many textbooks on reinforced concrete construction which contain useful tables, such as Taylor &
Thompson's "Concrete Plain and Reinforced,"
Turneaure & Maurer's "Principles of Reinforced
Concrete," Thomas & Nichols' "Reinforced Concrete Design Tables," and an entire series of books
by Hool & Johnson.
I t might be well to mention two struct ural slide
rules which the author has found very useful. They
are the " M e r r i t Beam Scale" and the "Wager
Timber Scale," and both may be procured through
hou.ses .selling architects' and engineers' supplies.
The author has never .seen for sale a satisfactory'
hiidc rule for concrete. He has made several himself
and has published them in the Architectural
Rcvicic
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
in the Journal of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, but has never manufactured and sold them.
For an architect or engineer who is thoroughly
familiar w i t h the principles of the design of structures, these handbooks can save a lot of time and
computation, and such a man can best learn how to
use them by studying them and finding out what is
in them and where i t is. And once that is learned, he
can easily discover for himself how to use them to
get the best out of them. On the other hand, there
are many architects who have never studied structural design or who have forgotten most of i t . I f
such a man could, b y referring to a handbook, design or check a simple floor, he would find i t of great
help. I t is for such an architect that this article is

written, but particular emphasis must be laid on the
fact that "a little knowledge is a dangerous t h i n g "
and that a thorough training in both the principles
and practice- of design is iu.-cessary for all but the
simplest cases.
The designing of any structural member divides
itself into two parts, first finding the loads carried
by that member, and next finding the size member
necessary to carry those loads. The first step is the
same whether the member be wood, steel or concrete, and is to determine what are the loads coming
on that luember and how they are applied.
Determining Live and Dead Loads
Structures carry two kinds of loads—live loads
and dead loads. Live loads consist of the weight of
contents of buildings,—carriages, cranes, etc., and
their supported loads, machinery, merchandise,
persons or other moving objects, the support of
which is the purpose of the structures, also snow
and ice, and wind stresses. Li\'e loads vary with the
character of the structure and its proposed use. I n
buildings they consist of uniform loads per square
foot of floor area, and concentrated loads, such as
weight of heavy safes or machinery, which may be
applied at any point on the floor. I n most cities the
minimum live loads to be used are fixed b y public
ordinances and are intended to cover general conditions, b u t do not include machinery or other concentrations. I f such concentrations occur on floors,
special provisions should be made for them in the
framing. Dead loads consist of the actual weight of
the structures themselves with the walls, floors, partitions, roofs and all other permanent construction
and fixtures. They can be calculated from the
known weights per unit of the materials composing
the floors, walls, partitions or other permanent construction. The dead loads stress the structure at all
times and the building must be propordoned to sustain them at all times without reduction. The live
loads, on the other hand, may be taken at their full
\-alues or reduced in accordance with the probabilities that the structure as a whole or its principal
members will not be subject at all times to the full
theoretical loading.
A study of recent building codes and of good practice leads to several suggestions regarding live loads.
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Live loads shall include all loads excepting dead
loads. A l l floors and stairs shall be of sufficient
strength to bear safely the weight to be imposc-d
ihrix-on m addition to the dead load, hut shall
safely support a minimum uniformly distributed
live load per square foot as specihed in this table:
•
Class of Building

Pounds c e r . c i . f t .
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Roof Live Loads
Ro^fg ^^^11 be designed to support safely mini. ^ ^ m live loads according to this manner:
Roofs w i t h pitch of 4 inches or less per foot, a vertical load of 40 pounds per square foot of horizontal
projection applied to either half or to the whole of
the roof.
Roofs with a pi tch of more than 4 iuchcs and uot

Armories, assembly halls and gymnasium:s
100
(iarugcs for more than two cars
150
Hotels. lodRing houses boarding ho is-.-s. club, c )!nv„.~.
schools, collctjes, hospitals, asvlums and detention
biiildinns;
Public portions
100

^ " 1 " ^ " than 8 inches per foot,_a verticaMoad of 15
pounds per square foot of horizontal projection and
K , pounds per square foot of surface
.
.
\
'
,
, ,
acting at right angles to one slope, these two loads
being a.ssumed to act either together or separately.

W l v J S f " i r " t , . ; , v v ,,.,„,,tac,.nn« .,nd s,„raK..
buildings
2.S0
Ret.iiI stores, light manufactiirinR and storage buihiings. .125
Othce biiiltlings;
First Hoor
125
(iilier Moors
75
Public- buildinK|^:
Pulilic portions
100
Office portions
"5
Residence buildiiiKs. including porches
5(1
Stairs, corridors and lire escapes from armories, assemhlv
IK,lis and nu.asiunis
" 100
Stairs, corridors and hre escapes excepting from armories, _
assembly halls and gymnasiums
75

Roofs w i t h a pitch of more than 12 inches per foot,
a vertical load of 5 pounds per square foot of hori^ontal projection and a wind load of 20 pounds per
r . e
c
^• ^ .
i
square foot of surface acting at right angles to one
slope, these Iwo loads bein.q; assumed to act either
together or separately.
'
. ,
Pressure OH Vertical Faces
•, ,•
i
i n •
i i
i
All buildiugs and structurc'S shall be calculaied to
resist a pressure per square foot on any vertical
surface"

Every plank, slab and arch, and every floor beam
carrying 100 square feet or li-ss. shall be of suflicient
streiiglii to bear safelx- the combined dead and Vwe
loads supported b y i t , b u t the floor live loads may
be reduced lor other parts of the structure in this
manner:
In public garages, for all flat slabs of o\-i'r MH)
square feet area reinforced in more than one direction, and for all floor beams, girders and trusses
carr\-ing over 300 square feet of floor, and for all
columns, walls, piers and foundations, 25 per cent
reduction.
In all buildings excepting armories, garages. g\ mnasiunis, sterage liuiidings. wholesali' stores and
assembly halls; for all flat slabs of over 100 square
feet area, reinforced in two or more directions, and
for all floor beams, girders, or trusses carrying over
100 square feet of floor, 10 per cent reduction.
F'or the same buildings, but carrying over 200
square feet of floor, 15 per cent reduclion.
For the same structures, but carrying over 300
square feet of floor. 25 per cent reduction.
These reductions shall not be made if the member carries more than one floor, but instead reductions in accordance with the following table should
be made:
In all buildings excepling storage buildings,
wholesale stores and public garages, for all columns,
girders, trusses, walls, piers and foundations:

For 40 feet in height,
10 pounds.
Portions from 40 to 80 above the ground, 15
Portions more than 80 feet above the
ground,
20
"

Carrying one floor, same reduction as for flat slabs,
beams, girders and trusses,
two
floors,
25 per cent reduction,
three
floors,
four
floors,
five
floors,
six floors or more,

40
50
55
60

"
"
"

"

The ni-xt step is to determine the amount of load
coming on a given memlxT and how i t is applied.
In most tx pes of floor construction the load is carried primarily b y the flooring, floor arches or floor
slabs. These in turn are carried b y floor beams,
these by girders or walls, and hnall\- b\- walls or
columns which are carried by the foundations. Excepting for heavy concentrations the flooring carries a uniformly distributecl load, and all that is
necessar\- is to take a strip of floor 1 foot wide and to
find the total load coming on that strip for the given
span. The span of a floor, excepting a concrete floor,
is the distance f r o m center to center of siii)iiori>.
The span of a concrete floor may be the same or it
may be taken as the clear distance beiweeii supports, but in either case i l u ' lal)les in the handbooks
will sh(nv which to use. Most floor beams are loaded
uniformly, and the loads coming on them may be
considered to be the total loads on the floors halfway to the adjacent beams, [ilus the dead load of
the beams themselves and of any partitions or walls
carried by the beams. Girders carry concentrated
loads, consisting of the reactions of the beams framing into them, plus the u n i f o r m loads of their own
wvights and of any walls or partitions running along
them. The reactions of uniformly loaded beams are
one-half the total loads on them. The simplest way
of figuring a girder is to substitute for the concentrated loads equivalent uniformly distributed loads.
In the case of a girder with a single concentration at
the center, the equivalent uniformly distributed
load is twice the concentration. For a girder w i t h
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equal loads at the third or at the quarter points, the
equivalent uniformly distributed load is 4/3 the
sum of the concentrations. For any other combination of loading the equivalent uniformly distributed
load can be found in the handbooks, but i t is safer
and better to employ a trained engineer for such a
case. Columns carry the reactions of all beams and
girders framing into them, but in practice i t is customary to consider that they carry' all the load halfway to the adjacent columns, and excepting in very
unusual instances this method is safe

Selecting Members for Given Loads
The next step is to select the proper member to
carr\' these loads. Two factors determine the size of
the meml)er required to carry a given load. \ iz..
the allowable stresses in different portions of that
member and the allowable deformation of that
member. In a very rough and elemental way i t
might be said that columns are subjected to compressive stresses and fail by the material crushing
or buckling, while beams are subjc-cli-d to both
bending stresses and shearing stresses—a wooden
beam may fail in bending by the crushing of the top
fibers or pulling apart of the bottom fibers at the
point of maximum moment. I t may also fail by
shearing or splitting apart in a horizontal plane at
its support. Similarly, a steel beam may fail in bending by crushing at the top and pulling apart at the
bottom or i t may fail in shear or by buckling of t h e
web at the supports. Of course when cru.shing at the
top is referred to, the case of a beam .supported at
both ends is meant, as in a cantilever beam the
cru.shing occurs at the bottom. Columns may also be
subjected to both direct load, which causes compressive stresses, and to bending, which increases the
compressive stresses on one flange and reduces them
on the other. So to design a member i t is necessary
to know what stresses are allowable, and if a table is
used i t must agree or be corrected to agree with the
stresses selected. Of course Ihe allowable si resses are
not the stresses that will cause failure, and the ratio
between those causing failure (the ultimate stresses)
and those used (the workiiii; stresses) is known as
the "factor of safety." The proper factor of safety
depends, among other things, upon the reliability of
the material, the probability of the chosen loads
being correct, the kind of load (whether steady or
vibrating, and whether being a constant load or only
one that will occur very rarely), and the use of the
structure, whether for permanent or temporary' use.
The second factor in determining the size of member is the allowable deflection. Kxperience has shown
that deflections of more tJian 1/360 of the span will
crack plastered ceilings, and even where there is no
plaster i t is advisable to keep the deflections small
as the structure is much stifTer and freer from v i bration when the deflections are small.

Wood Floor Framing
The way to use the handbooks is best shown b y
examples: required to design the floor of an ordi-
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nary house w i t h a span from center to center of partitions of 15 feet,—the .suggested live load for such a
floor is 50 pounds per square foot. The weight of the
flooring itself would be about 7 pounds per square
foot. The spacing of the joists is determined by the
lathing for the ceiling rather than by the strength
of the y^" under-flooring as that will safely span
over 2 feet. The weight of the joists and ceiling will
be about 8 pounds per square foot, and the usual
joist spacing is from 12 to 16 inches center to center.
For this problem assume a spacing of 16 inches
center to center, then with a span of 15 feet the total
load on a joist is 65 (the total load per square foot)
times 13-3 (thespacing in feet), times 15 (thespan in
feet) or 1,300 pounds. On page 326 of the "Carnegie
Pocket Companion," 1913 edition, is a table for
spruce beams 1 inch thick (or wide) based on an allowable liber stress of 1,000 pounds per square inch
(stress on extreme fiber in bending), whieh value
is sanctioned by good practice. W i t h this span a
r ' x 10" will carry 741 pounds total load, and to
carry 1,300 pounds total load will require a 2" x 10."
In order to avoid cracks in plastered ceilings, the
deflection should not exceed 1 '360 of the span.
Referring to page 321 in the same handbook, we find
that the maximum span for a 10" timber should be
14' 6". Deflection varies with the fourth power of
the load, so that with a 15' span the deflection will
be ^11^^

01" 1-06 times as much. On the other

hand, a load of 65 pounds per square foot (the design load) divided by 1.06, or 61 pounds per square
foot, will not exceed this allowable deflection, and a
load of that amoimt will probably never be actually
obtained. Therefore it would be safe to use 2" x 10"
joists 16 inches center to center.

Factory Floor Problem
As a more complicated problem take that of a
factory floor with columns 16 feet apart each way.
For light manufacturing, a live load of 125 pounds
per square foot is sufficient. Such a lloor would
usually be built with yellow pine planks and I)eams,
and for the best grade of such material a stress
of 1,600 pounds per square inch is permissible. On
page 40 of the 1920 edition of the "Southern Pine
M a n u a l " is a table for plank floors. W i t h the given
live load and the allowable stress, a 2 ^ " plank w ill
span 8 feet, 6 inches, l)Ut the maximum span based
on a (lellection of 1/360 of the span is 5 feet, 7
inches. A 3" plank under the same conditions will
span 6 feet, 11 inches. Under these circumstances i t
would be good practice to space the beams 8 feet
on centers. The maximum deflection to avoid plaster
cracks is 1/360 of 8 feet or 0.27 inch. As deflections
vary with the fourth power of the span, the deflecf .1 1 1 / " I
I -11 1 5.58x12
/8.00\ ^
tion ol the 2>^ plank will be
x I-j Ygl or
0.66 inch, and for the 3" plank ^—j^

x ^ ^ ^ ^ or

about 0.34 inch. Although such a floor would not
have a plastered ceiling, i t would probably be better
to use the 3 " plank.
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spannini; 16 feet, the load on each beam is the total
load per square foot times the spacing of the beams
in feet, times the span of the beams i n feel. As the
area carried l )y each beam is 8 x 16 or 128 square
feet, i t would be safe to reduce the h'\e load 10 per
cent. The total load on each beam is then 1 1 2 ^
(the reduced live load) plus 13 }4 (the dead load of
the plank and upper flooring), times 128 or 16.100
pounds. T o this must be added the weight of the
beam itself or say 35 pounds times 16. or .S60
pounds. On page 26 of the "Southern Pine M a n u a l "
is a table showing the "Safe Load in Pounds Unif o r m l y Distributed for Yellow Pine Beanl^.'• This
table is ba.sed on a fihei- stress of 1,800 pounds per
square inch, and to use i t for 1,600 pounds fiber
stress the loads given in it must be reduced in the
ratio of 16/18 or the actual load as found above
must be increased b y 18/16 or to 18,700 poiuids. For
this revised load the table shows that a 10" x 14"
beam will be required, and that such a beam will
carry 18,260 pounds without excessive deflection.
For deik-clion. the aeliial load o n ihe beam (16,660
pounds) should be used and not the load as corrected
for fiber stress as it is the actual load that produces
the deflection. On page 30 is a table for 16" beams,
and a similar method shows that an 8" x 16" beam
will be satisfactory. Such a beam will contain less
material than a 10" x 14", and the question of head
room will probably determine which size should be
used to give the best results.
The girder carries an area of 16 x 16 or 256 square
feet, and this will allow a live load reduction of 15
per cent. So the concentration at the center of each
girder is 8 (the spacing of the beams in feel i i inies 16
(the span of thel)eams in feet), times J/a {14 the load
on each beam is carried to each end) times 2 (the
number of beams framing into the girder at its
center), times 106 (the reduced live load in pounds
per square fool), plus 13 H (the dead weight of the
flooring in pounds per square foot), plus 36/8 (the
weight of the beams per foot of length dix ided l)\their spacing in feet) or a total concentration of
15,900 pounds. The equivalent luiiformly distributed load would be twice this amount or 31.800
pounds. T o this must be added the weight of the
girder, or say 900 pounds, which will give a total of
32,700 pounds. As w i t h the beam, this must be multijjlied by 18/16 because the allowable stress is only
1,600 pounds per square inch. The final corrected
load is then 36,800 pounds and reference to the
table on page 30 shows that this will require a
1 4 " x l 6 " . I t might be preferable to use a steel
girder, and a table on page 188 of the 1913 <-dition of
the "Carnegie Pocket Companion" shows thai with
a span of 16 feet a 15"-42# I-beam will c a n y a uniformly distributed load of 39,300 pounds. As this
table is based on a fiber stress of 16.000 pounds per
square inch and as good practice allows that stress
on steel, the correction for fiber stress does not have
to be made. On page 177 of the same book is another
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table from which deflections can be checked. For a
fiber stress of 16,000 pounds and a span of 16 feet
the coefficient of deflection for uniformK- distributed loads is 4.237. and this divided by 15 (the
di'pth of the beam in inches) gives the actual delleclion as 0.282 inch. Rererence lo IIK- lal)le()ii |)age
171 shows the deflection for a concentrated load to
be 0.8 of this amount or 0.225 inch. 1/360 of the
span is 0.53 inch. .At this point i t might Ix uK l i able to call attention l o the fact that the weight
,i;i\ en, 42 pounds, is the nominal and not the actual
weiijht of the beam. The actual weight is 42.9
pounds, which is also shown in another table. As
this latter table is on an imnumbered loose sheet,
its location in the handbook cannot be gi\-en.

Steel Floor Framing
For the next problem assume the first floor of a
si eel-framed hotel w i t h columns spaced 20 feet
ai)art each way. For floor consiruction assume a
clay tile ribbed slab. The H N C load should be 100
pounds per square foot. This lyi)e of floor construcl i n i i will span e('<)n(miically 20 feet, and only one
line of beams will l)e necessary excepting for small
tie-beams the other wa\- for ( T e d i o n purposes. On
page 69 of the book "I'seful D a t a , " published b y
the Corrugated Bar Co., is a table for this type of
construction based on stresses of 16,000 pounds
per square inch on the steel and 650 pounds per
square inch on the concrete, which stresses agree
with good practice. This table is for interior spans
and shows that a 10" tile w i t h a lyi" topping .md
w ith 0.75 square inch of steel in each rib will carry
a superimpo.sed load of 118 pounds per square foot,
and this amount will allow for flooring and a plastered ceiling in addition to the live load. On the
preceding page is a table for end spans and a twelve
tile with a 2 " topping and 0.82 square inch of steel
in each r i b w i l l be required for such spans. These
slabs will weigh 94 and 91 pounds per square foot
respectively, so the uniformly distributed load comini; on a beam will be 20 (the spacing of the beams
in feet) times 20 (the span of the beams in feet),
times 75 (the live load in pounds per square foot
reduced 25 per cent), plus 112 (the dead weight of
the slab, flooring and ceiling in pounds per square
foot), plus 272/20 (the weight of the beam and its
fireproofing in pounds I)(T foot divided by the spacing of the beams i n feet) or a total of 80,000 pounds.
Reference to page 188 of the Carnegie book shows
that this will require a 24"-69.5#-I, b u t as i t may I e
hard to obtain this size, a 24"-80#-I will probably
have to be u.sed. On page 231 is a table which shows
that a 1 5 " - 6 0 f l with two 9" x H" plates will also
carry the load. .Such a riveted beam girder will
weigh 18.3 pounds more per foot but will be 1}4
inches shallower, and on that account may be preferable. The coefficient of deflection for such abeam
is 6.62 which divided by 16>^ (the depth of the
girder in inches) gives an actual deflection of 0.4
inch. The span dix ided by 360 is l ^ g inches.

Live Loads in Office Buildings
RESULTS OF I N V E S T I G A T I O N S BY C. T . COLEY, M.E.
Manager

D

Equitable

Building,

New

York

T

H E Buildinji Code Committee of the Department of ComThe weights given do
U R I N G the latter
merce la engaged in cDmpiling a survey covering the probnot
include the radipart of 1922 a -K
alile live loads in buildings of different kinds excepting |)ri\ ate
tailed investiga- flwellings. It has been maintained by some engineers that such ators, which averaged
loads are being computed considerably in excess of w hat build200 pounds each, w i t h
tion was made of live ings are actually called u|K»n to sustain. There is no way by
two to each bay, located
which this important data can be secured, unless architects
loads on several floors of
will |)lace at the disposal of the comniitli-i- such information as
the Equitable Building. diey ma\- ha\e or nia\' bi- able lo obtain. Data covering under the w i n d o w s.
Tliese would add apNew York. This struc- schools, cliiMchcs. hotels, iissenibly halls, theaters, hosi)ilals.
ture is known as perhaps workshops, factories, printing establishments, machine shops proximately 1 pound per
and public garages is particularly desired. T h e chairman of tfie
the largest ofiici- lun'lding committee is I r a H . Woolson. addressed care Dejiartment of sciuare foot for all exterior bays. The weight of
in the world, and the va- Commerce, Washington.— 'J'hc Edilnr.
t he |>artiti()ns was not inried nature of its occupancy made possible observations which should be cltided in the calculations. These in general are 3-inch
U M I U I in the di-signing of future ot'ficc buildings and hollow tile, plastered on each side, and a careful
in the proper regulating of those already in use. The weighing of one which was being removed showed a
study was instituted by the Department of Com- weight of 30 pounds per square foot, or approximerce Building Code Committee, which is i i n o i i - mately 3.S0 pounds per running foot. The weight of
gating the possibilities of greater economy in struc- occupants, taken at 150 pounds per person, is probtural design, and the objects were to dc-termine the ably high, as a considerable number of such occumaximum, minimum and average floor loads exist- pants are ft-males, and some studies indicate that
ing in actual office practice, the nature and distribu- their a\ erage weight would not exceed 120 pounds.
tion of such loads, and the relations which they
should bear to the assumptions for design of floor M . \ . \ l . \ i r M . M I N L M I M . A M ) . W I : K . \ ( d . M M ' l . ( ) . \ D S
I N K O r i T . A B I J - : HI I L D I N ' .
slabs, floor beams and columns as gox i-rned by preNo. of M.iximum M ini m um Average
vailing building code praciici .
offices

W i t h this in mind it was necessary to determine
the actual weights of office furnituri- and merchan(li>e, also their locations with reference to partitions
and floor beams. I n order to cover a wide rang( of
u^ual ofiice building occupancies, three floors of
the F-quitable Building were selected, representing
ii^ht, medium and heavy classes of cx^cupancy, and
the entire area of these three floors was sur\-eye(l.
Several other offices on various floors, representing
what appeared to be unusually heavy occupan< \ .
also w^ere investigated. The entire survey covered
over 200 rooms. The investigation was ])lanned and
supervised by C. T . Coley, M . E . , manager of the
building. A force of five men equipped with platform scales and field books spent several days
weighing and tabulating every article of furniture
within the areas mentioned. .Sketches were prepared for each office, showing the locations and
weights of all articles of furniture, so that the distribution of loads could be quite closely determined.
Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are typical examples of these
^ki'tches. The results form a most interesting and
valuable collection of data and are believed to be of
much significance both to the designers of office
buildings and for the purpose of determining [)roper
building code requirements.
There is included here a brief tabulation showing
the outstanding features of the report on this study.
I t will be noted that little difTerence exists betwe< i i
the average loading of the floor selected as the hi-aviest in the building and that which appeared to the
in\ I'stigators at first glance to be loaded the lightest.

Light occupancy
floor (20th)
Medium occupancv
floor (37 th)
Heavy occupancv
floor (11th)
Totals and averages
Selected hea\"j' occupancies throiij^hoiit
ljuilding

lbs, s(i. ft.

67

.S,S.4

64
62

lbs. .s(|, ft. lbs. sq. ft.
.87

10.26

30.73

3.27

10.67

33,<S4

.S.OO

13.96
11.6

193

14

78.3

21.4

42.4

Discussion of Results. The careful sketches of load
arrangeiTient have made it possible to throw some
light on the prevailing method of assuming uniformly distributed live loads as a basis for floor design and help to indicate what relation such assumptions should bear to actual total loads. Examination
of bays for which the live loads w'erc more than 25
pounds per square foot showed wide variation in the
distribution of such loads. The larger proportion was
foimd, as might be expected, within a zone approximately 3 feet wide around the walls, the remainder
beinvr distributed variously in the centers of the
rooms. I n one or two cases, however, the major proportion of all the load was situated away f r o m the
w^alls, and this condition must be provided for by
designers. There is also the probability that practically all furniture may be collected in the central
portion of a floor area when occupants are moving,
or when painting or cleaning is in progress.
The sketches show that the heavier loads, such as
library shelves and double filing cabinets, are likely
to be located away f r o m walls and partitions. This
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is obviously for ease of access, and the same consideration demands that when the concentrated loads
per square foot are excessive, generous unloaded
floor areas should be provided adjacent to the concentrations so as to assure a .safe distribution.

space into small rooms, indicating that allowance
may not be necessary for both removable partitions
and heavy floor loads. Several instances were
found where two adjacent floor bays supported average loads of 25 pounds or more, b u t in no case were
two a d j a c e n t bays
found in excess of an
average of 40 pounds
per foot.
There are but fewinstances
i n the floor
20-0"
el
filti
plans discussed where
three offices or store
Indn.
rooms
meet at the
otrti
liiti lo cnlmg II' 7"
same column, and it is
probable that this condition will be found but
rarely in buildings w i t h
Fig. 3
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
light and ventilation.
Plans of Typical Offices Studied to Determine Floor Loads
In view of this and of
Among the heaviest occupancies found is the the surprisingly light average floor loads disstack room of a large law library. The entire floor covered, i t becomes an i n t e r e s t i n g question
area is covered w i t h rows of steel stacks, placed whether in a building of this type further reducback to back w i t h 32-inch aisle spaces between rows, tions in loads assumed for column design could not
and extending from floor to ceiling, the story height be made w i t h safety. The building was designed
being 11 feet, 7 inches. There is a main aisle 4 feet for a live load of 100 pounds per square foot on
wdde crossing the middle of the room at right angles the first floor and 75 pounds on all others.
to the stack rows. The total weight was taken as
C. H . Blackall, architect, of Bo.ston, and A r t h u r
found and consisted of:
G. Everett, of the Bostcm building department, published in the American Architect and Building News
556 shelves of books^/< 75 lbs.
41,700 lbs.
for April 15, 1893, the results of their investigation
114 empty shelves(«; 25 lbs.
2,850 "
Books on floor
500 "
of three prominent office structures of that city.
7 ladders
100 "
Average weights for furniture were assumed, and
300 "
the human occupancy was taken as the greatest
2 persons(H 150 lbs.
45.450 lbs.
known to have occurred in each of the offices i n .Area 588 sq. ft.
vestigated. Here is a resume of the results obtained:
Load per sq. ft.. 77..? lbs.

I t is evident that the possibility of all shelves
being filled should be considered, and if this were
assumed the average loading would be increased to
87 pounds per square foot.
Examination of all the floor sketches shows b u t
eight articles of furniture (safes) over 2,000 pounds
in weight. A number of sectional filing cases and
bookcases w i t h contents weighed much more, b u t
these weights were distributed over such a large
area they could not be regarded as concentrated. Of
36 safes and safe cabinets, 23 weighed less than
1,000 pounds; five between 1,000 and 2,000; two
weighed 2,200; two 2,360; one 2,800; one 3,000;
one 3,500; and one 4,250 pounds. This seems to i n dicate that if care in regulation of occupancies were
exercised, considerable economies might be possible in providing for concentrated loads. T o what
extent such regulation is practical is a matter for
deliberation.
As w^ould naturally be expected, the live loads
were found lightest next the outside walls. Singlerow filing cases, cabinets, safes, bookcases and bins
are usually placed against blank interior walls.
Whether b y accident or otherwi.se, the heavier loads
were not found where partitions cut up the floor

Structure
Rogers Bldg.
;\mes
"
.'\dams "
.'\verage

No. of Total area
.\\. wgt.
offices in. sq. ft.
T o t a l wgt. per sq. ft.
41
18,127
2'H,984 lbs. 16.8 lbs.
70
32,151
.544,419 "
15.6 "
99
26,183
425,109 "
16.7 "
16.3 lbs.

The 10 heaviest loadings i n each building averaged 25.9, 29.8 and 29 pounds per square foot respectively. The highest load found was 40.2 pounds
per square foot, and in only 12.4 per cent of offices
was the floor load in excess of 25 pounds per square
foot, and in only 26 per cent did it exceed 20 pounds.
M r . Blackall recently conducted a similar investigation of live loads in the L i t t l e Building in Boston,
which is reported in the American Architect and
Architectural Review, January 3, 1923. Sixty-four
offices were surveyed, the results indicating live
loads even smaller than those discovered in his
earlier investigations. The maximum floor load was
14.7 pounds per square foot, and b u t four offices
had loadings over 10 pounds per square foot. The
minimum loading discovered w'as 1.3 pounds. A
full interpretation of the data received discloses
many significant facts which space does not permit
of presenting here. A detailed report will be prepared as soon as sufficient information is obtained.

Foundations of New York County Court House
E N G I N E E R I N G SKILL, L A T E S T E Q U I P M E N T
T H A N

F

A MILLION

A N D METHODS ADOPTED

DOLLARS' W O R T H
By F R A N K

W. SKINNER,

R O M the log cabin at the southern end of Manhattan Island, which sheltered the first Dutch
officials, to the frame houses, brick buildings
and so on, ever larger and better, to the present
court house, New York County has provided continually finer and finer homes for its judiciary, until, to match its l o f t y Municipal Building w i t h a
whole city's equipment and population inside its
walls, there is now being built a splendid new court
house designed by Guy Lowell, to give a spacious
and worthy home for the elaborate court machinery needed for the millions of citizens in New York
County.
The beautiful 7-stor\- building, 316 feet or nearly
a city block in diameter, and 130 feet high above the
street, is being constructed and equipped, like a
modern office building, w i t h skeleton steel framework, concrete floors, and brick walls encased w i t h
exterior granite, massive and imperishable. An office
building of the same capacity, 8,000,000 cubic feet,
would cost, under present conditions, about $8,000,000, which does not necessarily indicate very closely
the final cost of this building for which many of the
important contracts have not yet been awarded.

MORE

C.E.

The site of the court house, formerly occupied b y
a number of old buildings, was unfavorable in that
the soil, covered by an artificial fill and obstructed
by large quantities of old foundations, consists of a
stratum of sand reaching to hardpan and rock at a
depth so great that no attempt was made to carry
the costly foundations down to i t . although they
must be built in the very bed of an ancient stream
still canv'ing a great flow of subterranean water that
saturates the soil up to within a few feet of the surface. This volume of water is great enough to fill any
p i t as fast as it can be excavated and to turn to
treacherous quicksand soil that if dr\' and undisturbed would safely support heavily loaded foundations.
In similar wet soil, minus the flowing water, the
foundations for the numerous column piers of the
neighboring Municipal Building were sunk separately by the costly pneumatic caisson process which
merely amounts to the use of diving bells, some of
them carried down to rock and almost to the limits
of human safety. This system, which has been
adopted for most of the New York skyscrapers, also
built in wet sand, was rejected for the court house

General V i e w of Foundations S h o w i n g Partial Waterproofing of Lower W a l l s
Morati. Maurice 6C Proctor, Foundation Engineers
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pit, 10 feet below the water level.
The first shovel scooped out, across
the full length of the plot, a canal .30
feet wide that sloped rapidly from
street level to an elevation 10 feet
lower which formed the bottom of the
first l i f t . Returningat the same level
it doubled the width of the canal and
gave an opportunity for the other
shovels, working both ways from this
canal, to exca\ate the remainder of
the area down to the 10-foot level.
•Another canal was cut across the
bottom of the pit, and from i t the
sho\ els worked bf)th ways to extend
the entire excavation to a depth of
20 feet, and once more dropped d' 'u ii
ne.irly 10 feet farther on the center
line and worked outward to the edges
Vertical Reinforcing and B o n d i n g Steel, Projecting above Foundation R i n g s
Excavation earth backfills between the rings
of the great p i t w i t h their heavytoothed buckets, scraping up the sand, a wagon
wheu' a simpler and less costly construction was
possible by arranging the principal walls and col- load at a time. Th.e shovels, operated by two men
umns in parallel rows supported not as separate I , i ( li. i-xca\atc-(l in about two months material i l i . i i
foundations on single piers but on a series of foiu' dug by hand would ha\e retjuired for removal 100
huge concentric concrete rings, the inner circular men working hard for four months.
and the outer hexagonal, that act like enornicus
cur\ed girders and are so thick that they distribute
their thousands of tons of load over ver\' large surfaces without settlement on the wet sand. Each of
these rings, about 20 feet deep and some of them 20
feet widr, contains, with the massive basement floor
slabs that it supports, about 19,000 ordinary twnhorse truck loads of concrete and is strengthened by
about 2,.S()0,000 pounds of steel bars embedded in i t .
Excavaling the Foundation Pit. ()i)erations were
commenced b y the excavation of the necessaryfoundation pit, 500 feet long, 320 feet wide and 30
feet deep from which about 94,000 cubic yards of
material were removed by a group of four powerful
steam shovels gradually digging themselves dow n
from the surface of the ground to the bottom of the

Draining!, and Pumping. When the shovels worked
down to the second level they encountered there
vast quantities of water flowing in from all sides and
rising through the bottom so rapidly that i t threatened to drive out the men and submerge the machinery besides making the bottom so soft and treacherous that it could not supi)ort the heavy machines or
automobiles that were used. T o remedy this a well,
18 feet square w i t h sides lined by heavy wooden
planks, was dug by a huge steel bucket operated under water by a derrick and hoisting engine. The well
w a> carried down below the Ijottom of the final excavation and in i t were installed the suctions, larger
than stove pipes, of seven enormous pumps to remove the water even faster than it flowed in. This
drained the soil surrounding the p i t and rapidly

Elevation D i a g r a m of Concrete Placing Plant and H a l f Foundation K e y Plan
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dried out the bottom. Five of the great piiinj)s.
operated by electricity continuously, pumped as
much as 4,000,000 gallons per day. The two remaining pumps, driven by steam, formed a rescr\c
battery.
T o collect the water in this pumping well there
were continually maintained in the bottom of the
pit numerous short and shallow trenches from the
steam shovels t o each of six large steel pipes radiating in different directions from the w vW and lowered
as the excavation progressed until fmally they w rvr
depressed below the finished bottom of the pit and
served to drain this whole area while the foundations were being built and the earth filled back
around them up to the l)asement floor, aboMground water level.
Concreting Operations. Before the excavation was
completed thousands of ycU'ds of concrete were
placed in the foundation at the bottom of tincrowded pit, and in order to carry on this w o r k w i t h out interfering with the shovels, trucks and pumping and other operations and machiner\- in the p i t
itself, a system of costly and elaborate equipnu ni
was installed for the continuous mixing and delivery
of the concrete. The cement in bags was hoisted
an elevator to the mixer, from which thoroughly
mixed concrete was discharged every two minutes
into a steel bucket and hoisted to the top of a si eel
tower 150 feet high. A t the top of the tower I Inbucket automatically dumped its contents into a
steel hopper and returned for another load. Through
a gate at the bottom of the tower hopper an attendant regulated the flow of the plastic concrete into
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Concrete M i x i n g a n d Distributing Plant and Cement Storage S h e d

an inclined steel^lrough. suspended from an overhead cable. The concrete was thus delivered in an
almost continuous stream to a second hopper that
was supported nearU' 100 feet above the bottom
of the excavation by a huge derrick mounted on a
lower in the eenler of the foundation pit. Passing

Spouting Concrete into U p p e r Part of Hexagonal F o r m with the A i d of Counterbalanced C h u t e s
which M a y be Easily H a n d l e d by T w o M e n
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through the derrick hopper, the concrete continued
flowing through a succession of steel troughs ihai
passed through and were supported b y the boom. As
the boom could revolve horizontally in a complete
circle about 120 feet in diameter, the concrete could
be carried far above the heads of the vvorkme^i in the
p i t to a point within this area and there spouted
down to exactly the required position in the foundation.
A second section of the trough, 50 feet long, was
pivoted to the end of the derrick trough and supported on a heavily counterbalanced truss, thus enabling i t to revolve around the end of the derrick
boom while the latter was also revolving about the
derrick mast and thus covering another distribution
area 220 feet in diameter. Two more pivoted trouglis
attached to the end of the trough just mentioned
made possible the concrete's being continual!) discharged down a long slope that could reach to
part of the foundation p i t and be douljled on itself,
extended at any angle, or revolved from rlifferent
centers so as to cover every possible position and
keep clear of all the men and machinery underneath.
Among the details that contributed to the economy, efficiency and rapidity of the work was the
washing of the concrete machines, buckets, hoppers
and the long steel troughs w i t h a copious stream of
water night and morning to prevent the concreu
hardening on the steel surface; otherwise it might
have been necessary f o r men to be stationed on the
lofty, swaying troughs to coax along the flow of the
concrete. As the 114,000 bags in which the ceiiu iit
was received were worth 25 cents each when emi)ty,
care was taken to preser\ e them, and two men were
constantly occupied in shaking them and pressing
t h e m j n t o small bales, wired for transit to the mills.
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Thi> forethought saved about $28,000 worth of
ccnient and $28,000 w o r t h of empty bags.
Placing the Concrete. The smooth, dense sand in
the l)Ottom of the p i t was carefully leveled to f o r m a
regular surface on which there were built vertical
wooden forms 15 or 20 feet apart and about as high,
braced on the outside and tied together b y many
steel crossbars to prevent their spreading under the
pressure of wet concrete. Hundreds of tons of long
steel rein fording bars were carefully bent, wired together, and supported a little above the bottoms
and a little below the tops of the forms before the
concrete was poured. To keep the reinforcing in position and prevent its displacement, when the concrete was poured, the rods were separated by small
concrete cubes made b y the contractor. On a wide
wooden platform, resembling a huge pastry board,
ihrre was spread a thin layer of cement mortar. .\s
soon as i t began to stiffen, parallel lines were cut
through it from top to bottom in both directions,
iding it into small squares like a checker board.
A f t t T a few hours the mortar becami- sutticientKhard t o be broken up on the lines already scored.
In this way 8,000 of the little bricks or cubes w i re
easily made every day.
A f t e r the complicated framework of steel bars was
placed to make a sort of skeleton floor and roof in
the form, the wet concrete was poured in an almost
continuous stream, gradually progressing from end
to end of each of the sections into which the great
rings were divided for convenience of construction.
After the removal of forms the work was completed
by a man w i t h an acetylene torch which burned off
the ends of the tie rods projecting from the concrete
nuich more quickly than could be done by saws or
chisels, this being in accord w i t h present practice.

Substructure N e a r l y C o m p l e t e d , with T i e R o d s and B o n d i n g Steel Projecting from W a i l s
T h e tie rods which braced the wood forms are burned off by acetylene torches

Plate Description
N A T I O N A L L I F E L\SUIL\XCE COMPANY B U I L D I N G ,
sanitarium at the present shore line and erected unMoNTPELiER, \ T . Plates 37-41. The compleled der the personal direction of Victor Lawson, owner
structure will include a central pavilion w i t h two ex- of the Daily News.
tended wings, but one of which has been built. ExThe new structure, planned by Perkins, Fellows
terior walls are faced w i t h light colored granite from & Hamilton, is both fireproof and weatherproof.
Vermont and gray brick, and the window trim has Roofs are of tile, piers of rough-surfaced vitrified
been painted a somewhat lighter gray than the ma- brick, floors are of thick reinforced concrete slabs
terials of the walls. Composition has been used for w i t h waterproof surface, everything beinc built
roofing, and the interior finish, excepting in a few with a view to cleanliness and d irability. The upper
instances where special finishes have been used, is of floor of the west projecting wing contains a well
enameled metal. For the
equipped hospital where
assembly room a wood
e m e r g e n c y o r serious
floor has been provided;
cases can be treated, and
in the executive offices
which is also used for
the floors are carpeted,
other p u r p o s e s w h e n
and for other parts of the
stormy weather renders
building the floors are
impossible the use of the
covered with linoleum.
p a v i l i o n p r o p e r . The
Every parL of the
sanitarium was opened
building is thoroughly
early in 1921 and cost
ventilated by use of
approximately $275,000.
supply and exhaust fans,
H O U S E OF D R . S A M and heating is supplied
U E L M I I . U A \ K . 117 E A S T
by vacuum steam, in a
65TH
STREET, N E W
combination of direct
Y O R K . Plates 45,46. T h e
radiation w i t h warmed
charm of tlie exterior of
air from supply fans.
this city house is due to
General V i e w of the Completed Building for the N a t i o n a l
The cubic area of the
the excellent planning of
L i f e Insurance C o . , Montpelier, V t .
part of the structure
the facade and the care
thus far completed is about 1,597,292 feet, and the w i t h which the detail has been designed. Brick is the
cost has been approximately 88 4-5 cents per cubic mate-rial with which i t is faced, the color and texture
foot; the contract was dated A p r i l 18, 1921.
of the brick being emphasized by the white of the
FiR.ST P A R I S H C O M M U N I T Y H O U S E , L O N G M E A D O W ,
trim and the black of the wrought iron balcony.
M A S S . Plates 42, 43. While constituting part of a
Since the house is intended as the offices as well as
church's equipment, this building, of which Smith
the home of a physician, the hall of the ground floor
& Bassette are architects, serves many of the pur- is used as a patients' waiting room; beyond is the
poses of a village community center. The floor plans office projx-'r, and still beyond the office and occupyshow i t to be unusually complete, for in addition to ing the extension is the u t i l i t y room which a physian auditorium w i t h stage and galleries there are cian's work requires.
smaller meeting rooms, various offices, dining room
H O U S E OF H A R V E Y D . G I B S O N . ESQ., 52 E A S T
and kitchen, in fact every detail of equipment likely 69TH STREET, N E W Y O R K . Plates 47, 48. This resito render such a building useful. Views of the exte- dence, of which Walker & Gillette are the architects,
rior show an interesting use of the colonial style. is an excellent example of a modern city house in
Brick is used for building the enclosing walls, but to the Adam style. The facade of the lower floor is
add a note of variety the facade under the portico faced w i t h stone, and stone is also used for the exis stuccoed over the brick.
terior t r i m , the walls above the ground floor being
D A I L Y NEWS SANITARIUM. LINCOLN PARK, C H I faced w i t h old English brick. T o remedy the apparCAGO. Plate 44. For more than 30 years the Chicago ent height of a 5-story building of narrow width the
Daily News has been instrumental in maintaining upper floor has been recessed behind a brick and
a sanitarium for babies whose parents live in the stone coping, the low mansard roof being covered
crowded districts of Chicago, in what are popularly w i t h old slate.
known as the "river wards," the children and their
Ornament about the main entrance, which in this
mothers being conveyed to and from the sanitarium instance is at the sidewalk level, has been given a
in busses. During many years the sanitarium occu- restrained Adam treatment, and the front door is
pied a large frame shelter on the shore line of Lake painted bright green. The consistent Adam design
Michigan, but recent enlargements of the park have of the exterior has been maintained throughout, the
made what was once the shore line far inland. This, interior walls being painted the light colors often
together w i t h the fact that the old structure was used in late eighteenth century English houses, afbadly out of repair, led to the building of a new fording good contrast with well detailed woodwork.
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

W

A

WORD

FOR

COMPETITIONS

I T H each succeeding competition of large
scope, attracting many entrants, it is but
natural for architects to look upon the cost
to them in the venture and for many to reach the
conclusion that the time, effort and money expended
in tlesigning a building and presentini.; it by imposing exhibition drawings are an economic waste.
The recent Tribune competition, which is outstanding in scale in several respects when past competitions are n-ealled, ser\es lo raise anew discussion of competitions.
The aggregate cost to architects of assembling the
drawings for the consideration of 77/(' Tribune's ]ury
has
estimated as high as half a million dollars.
I f this much money must be expended to enable an
important business concern to select an architect or a
design for a building even to cost seven millions of
dollars, there is something f r i g h t f u l l y wTong w i t h
the system and every means should be taken to
abolish i t . There are, however, some important results to be considered on the credit side, and Tlie
Tribune competition indicates the possible value of
these results to a greater degree than almost any
other competition within memory. I f the great,
underK-ing lesson of this competition is grasped b y
architects, its cost of half a million dollars will be as
nothing to the benefits to come to architecture.
I t comes on the architectural horizon as a r i f t i n
the clouds, letting in a beam of light that pierces a
shadow which has enshrouded the greater part of
modern architectural effort. The critical examination of the results gives opportunity for pause in our
architectural h u m d r u m ; i t leads us to reflect and
meditate on our course, and that alone is a circum>t.in( (• of priceless valui-. Only in moments of meditation do great fundamental truths reveal themseKcs. We have been living in an architectural age
in America in which the forms of the great architectural expressions of all past eras are spread before
us; we have been attracted first b y one and then b y
another, and we have studied their external manifestations until we are thoroughly familiar with all
the subtleties of detail and proportion; we have become the greatest exponents and practitioners of
eclecticism in the w'hole realm of architectural history. But in this seeking for perfection i n the old
manners of building we have lost the spirit of architecture,—the true meaning of building as an art. We
have assumed that all the songs have been sung,
that all individual, creative effort has been expended, and that modern architecture is simply an
expression of good taste in applying precedents.
The Tribune compaUUon is an open book for all to
read who w i l l ; i t plainly marks the folly of our pres-

ent conception of architecture. The tall commercial
structure of our cities is wholly an American manifestation, a product of the conditions of our own
day. Its necessity has evolved the marvelously efficient modern steel construction, but i t has not sufliciently moved architects to find a corresi)ondingly
ajipropriate means of expressing it in suitable and
meaning architectural forms. One very probable
reason is that the great styles of building of past ceiitnries have grown step by step w i t h adxanced
knowledge of construction methods. Today structure and architecture are unfortunately divorced;
the structural engineer provides the bones and sinews of the building, and the architect produces an
envelope, pleasing to look at sometimes, but arranged in Greek, Roman, Gothic, renaissance or any
other gar!) he may choose—^all without any real relation to the structure which supports i t . I t is entirely reasonable that today with the vast increase
in the complexity of building, specialization should
exist, that the engineer should be responsible for
structural methods and that the architect should
concern himself w i t h the visible covering of the
building, but they should work i n harmony and
w i t h a full understanding of each other's function—
not, as too frequently happens today, at cross purposes, each looking to diametrically opposite ideals.
This real relation can be brought about in modern
architecture, b u t the burden of its achievement lies
largely w i t h the architect; the engineer is able to
produce his results because he is not enslaved b y
l)rece(lent and because he is required to do original
thinking, whereas the architect is so fettered and
bound b y the continued as.sociations from early studcni
\ > with pa^l t'()rni> I li.il ailcmpl-- ,il lli(iui.:lii
are more apt to result only in confusion. The ignorant man, however gifted, cannot of course create an
architectural masterpiece; all must know the rules
of architectural development which will prevent
them from committing gross errors, but beyond this
precedent should not bind them; true architecture
can be produced only by intelligent thought. Real
thinking is the important element lacking in our
architectural efforts; it is the important element
that our architectural schools have overlooked i n culcating in the mind of the student. I t is the outstanding necessity for a successful American architecture, and i f occasional competitions will help us
to analyze our efforts, to develop a faculty of thinking out our problems, they will well serve the
architectural profession and their cost will not be
con-idi-i'cd in llie urealer >eii>e nl >ali>tarli(in lli.il
architects will find i n their work and i n the enthusiasm that the public will feel for an art that is
clearly a part of its very life.
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L T H O U G H American and English domi siic
architecture of the eighteenth century were
branches of the same growth, each was expn-ssive of its own people, and that American master
builders used European books on design as sonrce
books and not as copy books seems c vident through
study.
This is much less true of late work, and hou.ses of
the first few decades of the republic show use of distinct mannerisms of the Adam brothers, due undoubtedly to the thorouphness with wHiich their
work was published within their lifetimes and to the
adoption of their style by their contemporaries.
The Derby-Rogers house at Peabody, Massachu-1 l i s . w^as in its prime one of the finest examples
of the architecture and furnishings of the early republican period in New F^ngland. The house stands
on a knoll in a large estate between Danvers and
Peabody, known for a
century or more as "Oak
Hill."' Samuel Mc In tire
of vSalem was the architect of the building and
it was erected during
1800 and 1801 for Kli/abeth Derby, the eldest
daughter of Elias Haskett Derby, merchant, of
.Salem. In 1870 the house
was rebuilt in part, the
three chief rooms with
their woodw'ork alone retaining the architectural
value given them by
M c l n t i r e . Parts of the
house show also minor
details in an earlier manner and probably remain from a house of the
eighteenth century on
the same site.
The house has long
received the attention of
architects. The detail is
often ranked in importance with thewo(Klwork
made b y M c l n t i r e for
the Elias Haskett Derby
mansion in Salem and
placed in the CookOliver house in 1803
after M r . Derby's death.
The mantel in the northeast parlor has bei-n especially praised for its

of Fine Arts,

Boston

fine proportions and restrained treatment at a time
when the use of applied ornament was common.
The entire woodwork of the three rooms with a
few other details has now been purchased by the
Museum of Mne Arts, Boston. The purchase is in
accoidance w i t h the policy of the trustees in acquiring architectural detail only when the buildings
i t adorns await remodeling or removal.
The two principal mantels have panels painted
in o i l , representing \ illage scenes called "Saturday
N i g h t " and "Sunday M o r n i n g . " These are the work
of the painter Come. He is thus mentioned i n
William Bentley's diary for the year 1801: " M r
Corne of Naples, an Italian Painter in the Town,
introduced by M r . Derby, rode with me to the estate of Governor Endicott, to see whether he could
preserve a likeness from the family picture of that
venerable Puritan." They are now much darkened.
The scale of these
rooms may be indicated
by some dimensions.
The southeast parlor is
approximately 19 feet b y
25 feet, 6 inches, with a
heightof 10 feet,8 inches.
The northwest parlor is
approximately 16 by 20
feet. Wehave no evidence
to show how the walls
were treated originally,
but i t seems probable
t h a t wall paper w i t h
either a damask pattern
or some Adam design
was used. M r . Bentley
visited thehou.se in 1801
and noted in his diary,
"the paper and linen
hangings were superb."
The woodwork is of pine
painted white, b u t the
northwest parlor at some
time later, perhaps i n
the 70s, was skillfully
" g r a i n e d " a n d came
forth as walnut !Theoriginal white paint can be
uncovered. The ornann-ntal elements are not
carved,-—this was a period of "putting on style."
The capitals, patera, ornamental bands and designs o f plenty and
grace were all stock

Doorway from Northwest Parlor
Ttie door is modern and quite out of scale with its Mclntire frame
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patte rns of French p u t t y , proljsent oxer from a I J H I don slock stieii as jiushing ir.uk'
would favor oxer the honest
r.iv\ \\\y, M c l i i l i r e cduld do. The
ceilings are
plain, althoiii^h
it seems that the conditions and
influences should hav'e produced a ceiling decorated in
the .Adain manner. That was a
feature not adopted by New
England as far as we know.
al)I\-

The linings and hearths of
the fireplaces are of soapstone.
Thi" facings are ol while n i a r l i l c
in I wo rooms with hiack marMe
in a third. In the southeast
l)arl(ir
ihe facing, decor.ileil
w i l l i a fret design, was ])r(>liably put in later than the origi-

Sheraton
Part o f

I

April, 1923

nal work. I t ma\- have been
added by Samuel F. M c l n t i r e ,
the son, who did some addilional w ork at "Oak H i l l . " and
who made out a b i l l , dated
January 6, 1814, which is now
in the |)ossessi()n of the M u seum of Fine Arts.
A generous gift which supplements this purchase includes
Ime turniture. window cornices
and fire tools which were part
of the original furnishin!.i> of
these rooms and had become
the proi)ert\- of the donor b y
inheritance. \Mn-n the rooms
are eventually set up in the
museum, they will provide with
their related objects a fun- setMahogany Armchair
ling of decoratix'e arts u^eil in
original furnishings
New England at this period.
The furniture, however, is not b y native cabinet maki-rs. I t was imported
from England w i t h , very likely, considerable pride in the ownership of London
pieces in a fa>hioiiable house. The side
chairs in the style of Hepplewhite, shown
in the illuslrations. are each representaof a set. That w ith the elliptical back
is of l)eech, painted in \ermiIion and gilt.
The splat design is, of course, due to the
pKDpularity of the Prince of Wales, thus
his insignia in a chairback. The other is of
mahogany, finely carved. They both were
made about 1785. Mahogan\- is the material of both the .Sheraton armchair and
the line Adam card table which is one of a
pair. The textile co\ erings are not f)riginal;
the\- w ere |)rol)ably of damask with a pattern in finer scale. With its skillfully made
joinery. inla\ing. carving and pleading
lines, the card table well represents its
kind and juTiod—the last (juarter of the
eiuliieenth cenlur\-. tmdcr the influence of
Rol.eri Adam.

Interior Doorway with Frame in A d a m M a n n e r
T h e door and its hardware are modern

FORUM

The Essex Institute of Salem has published the diary of William Hentle\-, D . D . ,
and on pagi- .^99 of X'olume 111 there is an
interesting reference t o the fiu'nishings of
the Derb>-Rf)gers house as M r . Bentley
s a w ihem in 1801: "Through the great
pasture we passed lo the house i T e c l e d l)\Mr. West, and exectited in the taste and
under the direction of his wife, the eldest
dan;<liter of the late Elias Haskett Derby.
Its front eastward commands a most extensive prospect. The house in front is of
two stories with lour e(|ual rooms. The
apartments are finished in as good order
a^ .in\- I h;i\-e i - \ er s e e t i . The furniltu'e was
rich but ne\'er \i()late(l the chastity of
correct taste. The family of Esq. Collins
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joined us to enjoy the rich
beauties which multiplied
around us. The pictures were
excellent. The paper and
linen hangings were superb.
The movable furniture, rich
and uniform, but simple.
The mirrors were large and
gave a full view of excrx one
that passed, and were i n tended for the house i n
town but were exchanged as
those for this seat were too
large. The markee bed \\a>
preferred to the full bed for
its simplicity. I t was surmounted by a golden eagle.
The work of the room was
finished bv" the needle of
Mrs. West."
Samuel M c I n tire was born
in Salem in the year 1757
and died then- in 1811. His
life and works centered in
liir- nati\ e city, and although
Canopy Bed, Part of
the practice of his art was
restricted within a somewhat narrow compass he
attained outstanding distinction in his time and left
an achievement in works now studied with interest.
He belonged to the eighteenth centur>-, and his last
work, the fine Gardner-W'hite-Pingree house, I)uilt
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in 1810, marks the end of
an epoch in style and the
on-coming of architectural
re\ i\als. The Greek temple
with its portly wooden order
became thereafter the ideal
in all our cities and towns
and was succeeded by socalled Gothic m a n s i o n s ,
Italian villas and Swiss chalets. M c l n t i r e ' s work, while
executed under the influence
of the Adam style, has local
and e \ ( n individual quality.
His designs have their i m perfections in which criticism easily finds its target.
But his achievement, based
on actual contact with building materials and his al)ilil\to hold to a sense of style
through the n t a / . e of the
workshop a t a period when
knowledge of architectural
design depenck-d upon perOriginal Furnishings
sonal aptitude and the study
of a few scarce books, can only ask for our warm
appreciation. He was what must always be valued
by us in the end—a ma.ster workman. His work
has enjoyed its share of influence in forming the
taste of a later generation of architects.

(!

^/1 ERE are illustrated here three pieces
of furniture comprising part of the original furnishings of the Derby-Rogers house.
They are of English nuike and examples of
fine craftsmanship. The table is one of a pair
of card tables with an inlaid top in fanlight
pattern. The chair at the right has no carving,
the effect of relief being ^iven by painting in
black and gilt on a vermilion ground.

